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“If there be a doctrine that should win over the most incredulous by its charm and its 

beauty, it is that of the existence of spirit-protectors or guardian angels. To think that you 

have always near you beings who are superior to you and who are always beside you to 

counsel you, to sustain you, to aid you in climbing the steep ascent of self-improvement, 

whose friendship is truer and more devoted than the most intimate union that you can 

contract upon the earth-is not such an idea most consoling?” 

Allan Kardec The Spirits Book (Question 495) 
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I.- Abstract 

Upside Down on The Roller Coaster:  

An Urgent Message for Humanity 

 

 scientific team comprising a neuroscientist, forensic psychiatrist, attorney, and a science-trained 

medium embarked on a groundbreaking journey. They interviewed 19 mediums, each with 

unique abilities, to delve into the urgent questions about humanity’s spiritual development. These 

questions, formulated by the Bigelow Institute for Consciousness Studies (BICS), challenged the spiritual 

world to assess humanity’s spiritual progress since the time of Allan Kardec (1857). The questions explore 

whether humans have progressed spiritually in the past 167-plus years, and if not, who is to blame? Has the 

spirit world failed humanity, or have humans failed, either by themselves, sabotage, or impediments by 

corrupted spirits and earthbound entities? One underlying concern is whether humanity’s technology has 

outstripped its spiritual development, placing itself at risk of extinction. 

The mediums contacted the highest spiritual entities, including The I AM, St. James, and Allan Kardec, 

to address these questions. 

The scientists took a revolutionary approach to interviewing mediums by encoding the questions as 

numbers and then presenting the numbers to the mediums as questions. The mediums demonstrated 

proficiency at Spiritual Sight, an advanced form of the US Military Intelligence Services remote viewing 

protocol.  Additionally, they had to demonstrate the ability to shift the flow of electrons in a transistor with 

their minds. An attorney observed the interviews and a forensic psychiatrist assessed the mediums. 

The findings revealed that although humans have failed to make significant progress in the past 167-

plus years, failure is an essential component of progress. The spirits acknowledged that spiritual progress is 

often a roller coaster, as wars and catastrophes are often essential learning experiences, yet humanity is 

currently “upside down on the roller coaster.”  

The spirit world firmly states and presents evidence that mankind is solely to blame for the current 

situation. They have consistently provided spiritual guidance, such as the Ten Commandments. They sent 

A 
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prophets, religious leaders, and enlightened individuals such as Martin Luther King Jr. On a personal level, 

they inspire, nudge, cajole, and manipulate humans to achieve spiritual progress on a daily basis. They cheer 

humanity on and are partners in their spiritual evolution.  

The entities contacted provided numerous specific examples of their interventions, from inspiring the 

scientific advancements of the Enlightenment to creating an Ice Age to move humans around the globe. They 

stated that they inspired the technology of the Iron Age to create the cultural conditions that directly led to the 

Axial Age, the birth of the great religions. 

 However, they typically play the “hands-off” role of parents watching their child learn to walk. 

Although repeated failure is part of the process, parents will intervene when safety is an issue. As one entity 

said while showing an image of two women driving a car purposely off a cliff: “That is what free will can 

bring you.”  

They explained that Earth is a learning center or spiritual school in which benevolent entities expertly 

and subtly guide human existence. Death is one of the greatest agents in promoting spiritual development, 

which permits the soul to rest and reflect on what it learned. 

This understanding of reality challenges prevailing attitudes towards life and death, advocates for a 

reassessment of humanity’s interaction with the unseen, and emphasizes the importance of deep reflection on 

how spiritual forces influence human beings. Death is not to be feared—far from it. It is an important 

mechanism for spiritual growth and often the only time spent reflecting on what has been learned spiritually. 

However, humans cannot learn from catastrophic failure. This is why the spirit world influenced BICS 

to ask these questions and share this urgent message with humanity. 
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II.- Introduction 

 

ICS funded teams of scientists to present to mediums four questions concerning the 

current status of humanity’s spiritual progress, with specific emphasis on the time 

period since the publication of Allan Kardec’s The Spirit World in 1857. (Kardec 2017) 

They are: 

1. “Since 1857, has the Other Side failed and Mankind failed to achieve good progress in securing 

human spirituality? If so, are bad spirits and bad humans winning?  

2. Explain to people on Earth why the Other Side has not failed in fostering spiritual evolution.  

3. What difference has the Other Side made in the past 166 years in influencing humans to accelerate 

their spiritual progress?  

4. To what extent have earthbound spirits since 1857 impeded, sabotaged, or distorted the progress of 

human spiritual evolution? 

Who is ISSC? 

The Institute for the Scientific Study of Consciousness was founded by Charles Tart, PhD in 1979. Its 

associates include Dr. Jose Miguel Gaona, MD, Ph.D., Isabelle Chauffeton Saavedra, Lance Williams Beem, 

MA, Melvin L Morse, MD, Raymond Moody MD, and AJ Parr.  

They were chosen to do this work because of their scientific rigor and intellectual agnosticism about 

the answers presented by the mediums.  Their expertise is in study design and maintaining the integrity of the 

process so that they can be confident that these answers truly came from the universe and are not a product of 

the mediums’ imagination. All answers are faithfully presented in this text; they did not filter or cherry-pick 

the data in any way. 

Dr. Morse, a neuroscientist and former Professor of Pediatrics at the University of Washington, has 

been repeatedly recognized by his peers as one of America’s Best Doctors. (Naifeh 1997)(Fred Hutchison 

CRC 2002). While initially studying children’s cancer treatment protocols and their effects on the brain. 

B 
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(Morse 1985)(Morse 1986), as a Pediatric Intensivist, published the first prospective study of near-death 

experiences (NDEs) in children who survived cardiac arrest at Seattle Children’s Hospital. (Morse 1983, 

1985, 1991, 1994) 

Dr. Gaona is the medical director of the Neurosalus Institute, recognized by the Spanish Government 

as Spain’s premiere neuropsychiatric treatment facility. A specialist in forensic neuropsychiatry, he has trained 

at Harvard in non-invasive brain techniques and served as a visiting Professor at Laurentian University, 

working with Michael Persinger, MD. He has a degree in Theology from Navarro University. He serves as a 

consultant responsible for the area of mental health in the Bosnian war for the NGO Doctors of the World. 

(Gaona 2015, 2022) 

Isabelle Chauffeton Saavedra is the CEO of a successful event planning company whose clients include 

Microsoft, the American Heart Association, and the first French astronaut to fly on the Discovery Shuttle. The 

author of three books on scientific mediumship, she pioneered the use of mediumship to contact a (living) 

comatose hospitalized patient to learn his quality-of-life needs. She was able to share with his family simple 

interventions such as playing him his favorite songs: simple interventions, to be sure, but ones that made a 

huge difference in his quality of life. (Chauffeton Saavedra I 2013, 2016) 

AJ Parr is an internationally recognized spiritual journalist. He has spent three decades researching 

comparative religions, human consciousness, the origins of language, and near-death experiences, especially 

in children. His YouTube channel features interviews with near-death survivors, mediums, and virtually every 

major consciousness researcher. (Parr A 2014, 2020, 2023) 

Lance Williams-Beem is the CEO of Beem Agro- Sciences Corp, a developer of natural plant 

extracts for use in agriculture. He is skilled in classic controlled remote viewing, as developed by the 

United States Central Intelligence Agency, and has published in the peer-reviewed scientific literature on 

spiritual healers' efforts to raise the white count of a severely neutropenic patient. (Morse M., Beem L. 2011) 

Raymond Moody MD, the acknowledged Father of Near Death Research, is a philosopher, 

psychologist, and physician and coined the term "near-death experience" in his 1975 book, Life After Life, 

igniting interest in what consciousness entails and how it relates to death. (Moody 1975) 

Why is this Study Important? 

Although the framework of the questions presented to the mediums involves four questions related to 

humanity’s spiritual progress in the past 167-plus years, in fact, the answers address the greatest mysteries that 
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have puzzled mankind since the dawn of time, such as: Is there a God or a spiritual dimension in charge of 

this world? If so, why is there so much evil, crime, wars, and calamities? Why does a loving God allow bad 

things to happen to good people?  What are Earthbound spirits and ghosts, and what is their relationship to 

humanity’s spiritual progress? Most importantly, it addresses the question of what “spiritual progress” is and 

what exactly the role of the spirit world is in fostering human spiritual progress. 
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III.- Experimental Design and Methods 

 

The Mediums and Entities Contacted 

ardec stated that any investigation by mediums must proceed from two primary principles. 1) the 

mediums must be of the highest character. He advised caution in working with full-time 

professional mediums but did not rule out consulting them, but to be cautious in such 

circumstances. (2) The entities contacted must be of the highest spiritual level. These entities present 

intellectual manifestations and are far removed from earthly and material concerns.  

The Selection of Mediums 

The project started by recruiting only mediums of the highest character. They are all employed and are 

from all walks of life. They include an agent for the United States Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), a 

veterinarian, an author of two books on scientific mediumship, factory workers, college students, paranormal 

investigators, a health care executive for a non-profit corporation, social workers, a trainer of other mediums 

and employees of the United States Veterans Administration.  

Their ability to demonstrate Spiritual Sight was assessed.  Spiritual Sight (Morse M, Saavedra I, 2014) 

begins with the highly structured controlled remote viewing protocol used by the United States Military 

Intelligence Services. Dr. Morse is an acknowledged expert on controlled remote viewing, having received 

the prestigious Warcollier Award for Consciousness Research from the International Remote Viewers 

Association, the civilian face of the United States military intelligence remote viewers. (irva.org) Under the 

guidance of Lyn Buchanan, he developed an Applied Remote Viewing protocol applicable for mediumship 

and spiritual healing (Lyn Buchanan personal communication 2017 March). Dr. Morse and Ms. Chauffeton 

Saavedra then further adapted the protocol for this project. 

Spiritual Sight involves retrieving information about an unknown target through non-ordinary means. 

A remote target, such as the Eiffel Tower, is given a nine-digit number as the psychic address for the 

information cluster corresponding to the Eiffel Tower. The number alone is given to the medium. They can 

retrieve information associated with the unknown site as they work the Spiritual Sight protocol. The team then 

K 
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compares their efforts to a picture of the actual sight. Their efforts are scored as a “direct hit,” “site contact,” 

(meaning some elements of the target are retrieved but not enough to make sense of the target), and “miss.” 

For example, one of the mediums was given a number that was associated with an older woman who 

had severe atrial fibrillation that required hospitalization.  

 

After being given the number 813298231, the medium worked the Spiritual Sight protocol. As can be 

seen above, she scored a direct hit. She gained information from the target: “The target is biological, flesh-

colored, white, repetitious sound, warm, hair, rough, old, a little afraid. The heart is weak, not working.” Once 

she and her monitor were sure she was at the intended cluster of information corresponding to the older 

woman, she interacted with the woman. In this case, the woman is still alive. However, the process is the same 

if the entity contacted is discarnate. 

She touched the woman’s hand and spoke words of comfort to her. Upon discussing the case with the 

elderly woman after the session was over, she stated: “I was in my hospital room. I heard someone say “hello,” 

but there was no one in the room. I felt something touch my arm and heard, ‘Your daughter will be here soon.’ 

No one seemed to be present. My daughter did arrive a few minutes later.” 
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This shows that the medium can assess information through non-ordinary means and contact with a 

consciousness separate from their mind/brain. The woman’s atrial fibrillation coincidentally resolved after the 

medium contacted her with Spiritual Sight. 

Finally, the team assessed the medium’s ability to move a stream of electrons with their mind using the 

Psyleron random number generator the Princeton University Department of Engineering developed 

(psyleron.com)(Jahn R 2007). This quantum random number generator measures a chaotic stream of 

electrons to produce actual random numbers, which is essential for the banking industry to encrypt 

information. Dr. Morse has previously demonstrated that alterations in the electron stream by the mind of elite 

military remote viewers correlate with successful remote viewing efforts. (crvreg.org) 

 

The graph on the left represents an unsuccessful controlled remote viewing effort by one of the elite 

military remote viewers. It is entirely random, as can be seen by the tracing staying close to the middle 

horizontal line.  

The graph on the right represents a successful healing effort using Spiritual Sight. The medium raised 

the oxygen concentration of a severely hypoxic woman with COPD, working entirely blinded from a nine-

digit number that was assigned to the woman’s medical condition. She caused the device to go nonrandom 

for over 10 minutes with a Z score of nearly 3 (highly statistically significant). At the same time, the woman’s 

oxygen saturation level went from 86% to 94%.  

The engineers who invented the device with a grant from the American Aerospace Company  

McDonald Douglas state that when mediums alter the electron flow of the device, this represents the ability 

to change the structure of reality itself (albeit in a very minor and limited way) (personal communication Herb 

Mertz PhD) This is based on the fact that this reality is made of quarks and electrons. (Cartwright J) The idea 
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that the human mind can interact on a quantum level with electrons was first established by physicists working 

for the Boeing Corporation (Schmidt H 1969)(Radin D. 1989). Skeptic Carl Sagan mentioned it as worthy of 

further study. (Sagan C 1997 page 302) 

The team expected the mediums to be able to alter the flow of electrons in the Psyleron device to a 

statistically significant degree for over 10 minutes per 30-minute session.  

The Presentation of the Questions 

The mediums were then presented with the BICS questions as numbers.  

 

The mediums are all proficient in Spiritual Sight, so they were confident they could obtain information 

from a target presented as a number even though, in this case, the target is an abstract concept representing 

the cluster of information pertinent to answering the question. Built into these numbers is the requirement that 

a discarnate entity be contacted to answer the questions properly. 
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Who are the Mediums? 

There were 19 mediums selected for the project: 12 were from America’s heartland, Fort Wayne, 

Indiana. This is one of America’s most conservative and yet profoundly spiritual regions. Christian church 

attendance in the greater Fort Wayne area is over 50%, and it is one of America's top 10 Christian church-

going areas. (barna.com)  

Seven were from Charleston, South Carolina, a Southeastern port city that was the site of the earliest 

shots fired in the American Civil War. These are two very different areas in terms of culture and religious 

belief systems: a small midwestern town and one of the largest seaports in Southeast America.  

Altogether, there was a core group of 12 trance or mental mediums and 7 psychic mediums. Trance 

mediums work from a full trance and speak with the voice of the entity contacted. Mental mediums are also 

considered trance mediums. However, they bilocate during the sessions, speaking to the entity while 

separately talking with the monitor. They facilitate the conversation between the entity and the monitor 

typically using their own voice. 

14 of the mediums answered the questions in a single blinded manner. All the trance or mental 

mediums were successful at the single blinded approach and 2 psychic mediums also answered the questions 

single blinded. 5 psychic mediums answered the questions as written (non blinded). 

The Fort Wayne Mediums: 8 of the mediums successfully answered the questions starting with a 

number instead of the written words. All of these were trance or mental mediums. 

Two of the mediums worked from full trance. They also answered the questions as numbers without 

any further prompting. The entities presented to the monitor directly from the medium. 

The six mental mediums also answered the questions presented as numbers, until the entities contacted 

clearly indicated they knew the nature of the question. For example, one medium, on being given only the 

number for the first question, which has to do with whether or not the spirit world and humanity have failed 

to make good progress since the time of Allan Kardec, responded: “Progress can’t be made unless there is a 

failure.”  At this point, specific questions were asked using words, not numbers. 

Another medium, when given the number that corresponds to the same question, upon contacting an 

entity, stated, “I have questions for you, but I don’t know what they are.” (meaning she only knew the 

numbers) The entity replied, “But we do.” The entity said that the spirit world had not failed humanity, nor 

has humanity failed, but that humans are on a roller coaster and are currently upside down! 
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 In both cases, the mediums clearly contacted an entity familiar with the questions. Only after it was 

clear that the mediums contacted an entity who understood the question presented as a number were more 

specific follow-up questions presented. 

This was necessary as the questions require greater specificity than the entities often answered when 

first presented with the number. The research design did not want platitudes and grand philosophical 

statements but actual specifics of how and when the spirit world has helped humanity to progress and precisely 

how it works. 

Four of the mediums were what is termed “psychic mediums.”  This means they are not contacting the 

highest spiritual entities but rather communicate with spirit guides, personal guides, inner voices, and other 

lower-level entities, many of whom are earthbound spirits. They did not go into a trance but spoke from their 

deepest intuitions. 

The four psychic mediums could not answer the questions in the form of numbers. So, the monitors, 

according to protocol, then posed the questions to whatever entities or guides were familiar to the mediums. 

They contributed significantly to the project by presenting fragments and more in-depth complementary 

pieces of the greater picture. It was found that their contributions fit precisely within the framework of the 

answers as provided by the core mediums. 

Charleston Mediums: One medium was a full-trance medium that spoke directly in the voice of the 

entity contacted. Three mediums were mental mediums, and three were psychic mediums. 

The four trance or mental mediums were part of the core 12 trance/mental mediums. They also initially 

answered the questions as numbers, progressing to more detailed ones after it became clear that the entities 

contacted were familiar with them.  

Two psychic mediums attempted to answer the questions as numbers without success and then 

proceeded to answer them as written using their individual protocols. One psychic medium answered the 

questions as numbers (single blinded). 

Medium 2003 illustrates the difficulties in determining whether a medium is psychic or trance. She 

describes herself as a psychic medium, meaning she contacts guides familiar to her. However, when the first 

question was presented in a blinded manner, she could not answer it, and the monitor then presented the 

questions as written. Yet she appeared to be in a trance when speaking with St. James. It appears that the 
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unique nature of this project caused her to go into a trance, which is otherwise unusual for her, and the most 

valuable information came from her brief trance.  

She has been designated a psychic medium, could not answer the questions in the blinded format, yet 

clearly went into trance to interact with St. James.  

Medium 2002 was similarly difficult to categorize. She is also a psychic medium, yet she answered the 

questions in a blinded format and seemed to go into a trance to contact a blue universal consciousness that 

seemed to be a guide for humanity. Most of her session involved a low-level entity familiar to her, a teacher 

of children.  

Medium 0001 was the “test” medium to see if the protocol would be successful before engaging the 

Fort Wayne and Charleston mediums. Her results are included for reasons explained in the Discussion 

section. She thoroughly answered all four questions in trance, working only from the numbers without 

further prompts. 

Summary of Blinded versus Nonblinded sessions 

 Five psychic mediums could not answer the questions in a blinded format, so as per the protocol, they 

were asked the questions directly.  

The three full trance mediums answered the questions as numbers without further prompts. Follow-

ups were done to obtain specific answers. 

Nine mental mediums and two psychic mediums initially answered the questions in the blinded 

format. As per protocol, only when the monitor was certain they were talking to an entity that could answer 

the questions posed in the blinded format, specific questions were asked. 

Psychiatric Assessment of the Mediums  

The study employed a Cartesian study approach, seeking to understand the psychological personality 

profiles of the mediums. Although psychometric measurement methods were used, the focus was on 

personality profiling rather than psychological or psychiatric diagnoses, as follows: 

The average age was 44 years. Gender was 62.5% female. Over half did not have a partner. The 

average age at which they perceived they had abilities was 16. 87% felt their abilities increased with age. 81% 

had relatives with similar abilities. Commonly engaged senses were hearing (56.3%), touch (56.3%), and 

vision (50%). The study used the MCMI-IV personality disorder inventory and the Steinberg Disassociation 
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inventory. The mediums had no evidence of psychopathology or personality disorders. The consulting 

forensic psychiatrist concluded that their dissociation during trance was benign and allowed them to access 

other realities. 

The Entities 

Allan Kardec emphasized that for wisdom acquisition, which is the goal of this project, one must be 

careful to only work with entities of the highest spiritual nature. (Kardec 2017 pp 85-101) 

The 12 core mediums contacted only entities of the highest spiritual nature, with the oldest and more 

powerful spiritual pedigrees. Five of them contacted “The I Am”. One medium contacted “the informational 

Universe,” consistent with her understanding of the nature of God. She also mentioned “Prajivata”.  

One met the Holy Trinity and one St. James. Another met senior angels of the highest level with names 

such as “Atelier,” “Andron,” and “Baldrich.” Several mediums met a host of unseen and unnamed sources 

who identified themselves as universal sources of wisdom. One said, “I am the all who is one.”  

Two mediums met the same entity named “Tabitha.” Although having a prosaic name, Tabitha was 

described as a woman dressed in white from whom light emitted. Tabitha stated that she was located within 

a specific church from Allan Kardec’s time in rural England but was also “everywhere.”  One medium said 

she was in contact with a buzzing electrical static noise outside her right ear. She then went into full trance, 

and the monitor asked the buzzing sound directly what its name was. It replied, “I am the I AM”. When asked 

why it presented as a buzzing sound outside of the medium’s head, the reply was, “(the medium) doesn’t 

believe in me, so I stay close to her, outside but still close.”  

Other presentations included conscious bubbles who could speak, entities with large teeth who were 

scary, and an array of humanoid entities described as interdimensional beings. They also appeared to be of a 

high level as none of these manifestations were connected or associated with worldly material interests. 

It was typical after a session for these mediums to state that they did not want to end the session and 

felt that they were in the presence of God, even if God presented simply as a roaring fire in a fireplace. 

In contrast, the seven psychic mediums (two in Charleston and five in Fort Wayne) did not contact any 

higher-order entities. One exception: a medium who was nonblinded and otherwise spoke conversationally 

of his spirit guides suddenly and briefly went into a trance, stated he was “the I Am,” and had a personal 

message for the monitor. 
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The psychic mediums contacted various personal guides, animal guides, spirit guides, and inner voices. 

All these entities had firm roots in this material world and spoke of worldly issues, including politics, culture, 

religious belief systems, and personal moral and ethical viewpoints. All these fit firmly within Kardec’s 

descriptions of lower-order spirits.  

No input was discarded. The psychic mediums had important and powerful fragments and pieces of a 

larger picture. However, they could not access or understand the higher-order expansive view of the spirit 

world that the core mediums presented. 

The entities were engaged with the project and frequently had personal messages for the investigators. 

Several had specific messages encouraging the BICS team. Several entities made their appearances through 

trance mediums, such as the mother of one of the investigators and the great-aunt of another. Sometimes, the 

mediums amusingly chided them to leave and not “hijack” the session. 

Summary of Entities Contacted 

Twelve core trance mediums, 8 in Fort Wayne and 4 in Charleston, contacted entities of the highest 

spiritual order. They received a broad overview of the answers to the questions, placed within the greater 

context of how the spirit world guides and inspires humanity for spiritual progress. They commented on the 

more significant concepts, such as how spiritual inspirations for technology and science lead to spiritual 

progression. They clarified their relationship to the Earth humans inhabit, the nature of reality, and the 

entangled and intermingled relationship between the spirit world, its interdimensional partners, and humanity. 

They discussed precisely how mediums communicate with entities in both metaphorical and precise 

mathematic terms and went out of their way to affirm the project’s working scientific model. This led, for 

example, to a high school graduate in Fort Wayne who has no advanced mathematic training discussing 1/f 

frequencies with the monitor. 

The seven psychic mediums contacted entities of a low spiritual nature, including those who might be 

considered earthbound spirits. Not surprisingly, many of these appeared as “ghosts” to those psychic mediums 

who were also paranormal investigators.  
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Table 1: Information about Mediums 

Locale Medium Medium Type Entities 

Contacted 

Prior 

Contact 

Blinded 

FW 0101 Psychic Inner Voice Yes No 

FW 0102 Mental I Am the I Am No Yes 

FW 0103 Psychic Personal Guides, 

Penelope 

Yes No 

FW 0106 Trance The Trinity No Yes 

FW 0108 Psychic Inner Voices Yes No 

FW 0109 Psychic Damon, unnamed 

lower level entities 

No Yes 

FW 0110 Trance Angels, including 

Baldwick, Andron 

No Yes 

FW 0112 Mental God-like voice No Yes 

FW 0113 Mental Tabitha (an angel) Yes Yes 

FW 0114 Mental I Am the I Am, 

Intelligent bubbles 

No Yes 

FW 0115 Mental The All That is One No Yes 

FW 0116 Mental The Gatekeeper No Yes 

CH 0117   Mental I Am the I AM No Yes 

CH 2002 Psychic Blue Conscious 

Guide, Also a 

teacher of children 

No Yes 

CH 2003 Psychic St James No No 

CH 2004 Mental/Trance They Who Are One 

And “God” 

No Yes 

CH 2005 Mental Tabitha (an angel) No Yes 

CH 2006 Psychic Inner Voices Yes No 

CH 2007 Trance The entity did not 

give a name but 

appeared to be 

“God” or a 

universal voice of 

authority 

Yes Yes 

“Trance” indicates a medium that went into full trance and with the entity speaking directly to the monitor. 

“Mental” indicates a bilocated trance medium that spoke both to the entity and to the monitor, acting as an 

intermediate between the two. 

“Psychic” means a medium that does not directly contact entities but rather is influenced and receives 

information through an “inner voice” or directly from a low-level entity such as a spirit guide. As indicated, 

sometimes they went into full trance while answering the questions.  
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How Were the Medium Sessions Assessed? 

All sessions were videotaped with transcriptions initially created by Rev.com. One set of monitors 

interviewed the Fort Wayne mediums; a different set interviewed the Charleston mediums. An independent 

outside attorney observed many of the sessions to ensure that leading questions were not used and to certify 

the integrity of the sessions. The forensic psychiatrist also observed many of the sessions and acted as a 

monitor at times. 

The project’s priority was presenting the 4 BICS questions to the mediums. One way to conceptualize 

this project is that it is an update of Allan Kardec’s Book of the Spirits (Kardec 2017).  The project essentially 

asks the Other Side for a progress report on what has happened since then.  

Yet how can it be verified that the mediums have contacted a discarnate entity instead of sharing 

creations of their own consciousness and mind/brain?   

Kardec stated that the nature of the information itself is proof of its providence. He states that humans 

all have a source of wisdom within themselves that is connected to the greater informational universe, a source 

that is often referred to as one’s “inner voice” or “teacher within.” That “teacher” can evaluate the information 

obtained from mediums and discern if it is genuine wisdom acquired from The Other Side for the benefit of 

humanity. Yet this distinction between information from a discarnate entity and the medium’s biases and 

spiritual understandings can be challenging to differentiate precisely. 

 The team is not suggesting that the selected mediums would intentionally con anyone or be 

disingenuous in their presentations. Instead, all mediums constantly struggle to tell the difference between 

what is from their own mind/brain and what information is contained in the greater Universe they are 

accessing. (Kardec 1876 pp 98-102) (Kardec 2017 pp 34-42) 

That is why the study’s mediums enjoy the training exercises of Spiritual Sight, as immediate feedback 

is given after a session. The medium can learn to distinguish what the psychic “feel” of information that comes 

from a universal source is and what is invented by their mind/brain. 

Therefore, the project’s first approach was to apply Kardec’s criteria. The tests he proposed for the 

information included: Does it seem to be of a higher spiritual nature? Are the language and concepts utilized 

in harmony with someone of the highest spiritual level? Does it match what one’s inner teacher/intuition 

thinks is true?” 
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Yet, as Kardec acknowledged, this has limitations in that humans have biases, cultural and spiritual 

belief systems, and prejudices, all of which can cloud one’s inner assessment. Therefore, as discussed below, 

Kardec’s criteria was modified for this project. 

The precise nature of the answers and how the medium obtained those answers was carefully 

examined. 

The scientists' working metaphor is the digital stacking of photographic plates used in astronomy and 

astrophysics to image faint objects optimally in the distant skies. Astronomers used to stack glass plates and 

now stack digital images, some with little information on them or others crowded with images from the 

Universe, and then look at the entire stack as one portrait of the distant skies. Astrophysicists use this technique 

to minimize signal-to-noise interference. (Knox R) 

There is the same problem signal-to-noise problem in interpreting information from the mediums. It is 

unknown what the most critical information is and what should be discarded as “noise.” No data from the 

mediums was discarded as it was found that all fit into a coherent, powerful message for humanity. The core 

trance mediums were the most accurate “telescopes” with the deepest penetration into the mysterious 

universe. The psychic mediums, who demonstrated competence in Spiritual Sight, presented bits and pieces 

and often powerful fragments that complemented the core mediums' work. 

For example, all the mediums referenced an age-old struggle between two complementary yet 

antagonistic forces in the spiritual world. This is often conceptualized as “light and dark” or “good and evil.” 

In human terms, the metaphors used to describe this endlessly shifting and evolving dynamic through the 

millennia are often “angels and devils,” “sinners and saints,” and so forth. Allan Kardec stated that each 

medium has its own vocabulary and metaphors depending on their life histories and cultural/religious 

background; this is one reason they often superficially appear to be giving different answers. The team saw 

this in the responses to the BICS question 1, discussed below, where all the mediums had essentially the same 

answer. Yet, some said “yes” and some said “no” depending on their conceptualizations of the language of 

the question. 

The mediums indicated that humanity is at a dark place in its spiritual evolution, indicating that 

humanity has failed to progress and might even be at risk of self-extinction. The core mediums presented this 

but put it in the context of a greater struggle throughout human history and emphasized that the time since 

Allan Kardec is a blink of an eye in the spirit world. “We tend to take the thousand-year view” is one entity's 
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statement. This is appropriate as it is often forgotten that humans have existed in their current form for at least 

several hundred thousand years. (Hardwerk B) 

Several psychic mediums only saw the current darkness and struggle. One focused entirely on this 

struggle in his answers. Instead of the metaphors of angels and ghosts as has often been used in prior ages, the 

metaphor of interdimensional beings and even “angels” of the departed spirits of those interdimensional 

beings was used, the conflict framed as an immediate and epic battle going on unseen by humanity. His 

contribution was vitally important as he focused solely on the current struggle around us, whereas the core 

mediums often spoke of the battle without specifics. The psychic mediums were all presented with 

complementary fragments by their entities that could only be understood using the “stacked plate approach” 

used in deep space astronomy to image the heavens above properly. 
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Did the Mediums Contact Discarnate Entities? 

The Spirits validated their communications, highlighting how important they considered their message.  

The BICS questions are somewhat skeptical and demanding in nature. One medium, who dropped out 

early on, objected to the difficult wording and tone of the questions, stating that TOS must be approached 

using the highest spiritual language. Yet again and again, the entities knew precisely what was being asked, 

stated that they were part of the framing of the questions, directly inspired the BICS Challenge Grant, and 

would provide as much internal validation of the answers as possible. For example, one medium, also an 

agent for the United States Federal Bureau of Investigation, was given the number for one of the BICS 

questions. She went into a trance and stated that a woman was approaching her. “She is holding something; 

it’s stone, curved on the top, square at the bottom. There are ten markings on it, markings I can’t read”. She 

was shown the 10 Commandments carved in stone, indisputable proof that she contacted an entity as the 

question clearly asked for such an answer. 

The number she was given corresponds to the second BICS question, which asks the spirit world to 

document with specifics how it has helped humanity. BICS charged the ISSC’s experimental design with 

holding the spirit world’s feet to the fire and getting specifics from them that would stand up in a Court of 

Law. The Spirit World took the challenge and openly rebuked the skeptical tone of Question 2 by presenting 

the Ten Commandments as their first piece of evidence. The Ten Commandments are arguably one of the 

most powerful instructions from the Spirit World for man’s progress. 

This illustrates how the questions presented as numbers help determine which part of the answer is 

coming from the spirit world and which is from the medium’s mind/brain. The numbers contain no hint as to 

the nature of the question, so they decrease mental noise that could be created from these questions, which 

basically ask whose fault it is for the current climate of wars, violence, and hatred seen worldwide.  

The neuroscience of mediumship makes it clear why even experienced and well-trained mediums have 

difficulty sorting out this internal mental noise problem. The project’s working model of consciousness is that 

information that comes to the brain through non-ordinary means, such as Spiritual Sight or mediumship, hacks 

the existing perceptual system and plugs the non-ordinary information into the current information processing 

system. Neuroscientist David Eagleman describes a similar approach in his work with blind individuals. He 

takes the same information contained in visual imagery. He translates it into tactile information by having the 

subjects wear abdominal vests, which code braille-like signals into input to the mind/brain’s optical system. 
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Eventually, these research subjects will start to “see” even though the information is given to them through 

their skin. This example demonstrates that the brain is driven to process information and create one’s inner 

mental reality, even if that information comes through non-ordinary means. (Eagleman D pp 55-90)) 

Once the neuroscience of mediumship is understood, it becomes clear why conversations with 

discarnate entities are so hard to distinguish from the medium’s inner dialogue. Since the information is 

plugged into and processed by the existing perceptual system, the experience often seems just as real as one’s 

ordinary perceptions of local reality. However, these experiences are not part of one’s internal mental model 

of reality. It is Neuroscience 101 that the mind/brain does not directly perceive the world but instead creates a 

mental model of reality from sensory input from non-local reality, which is processed as electrochemical 

signals transmitted to the mind/brain. (Eagleman D & Barden G) 

 It is the mind/brain’s mental model of reality that seems “real.” Over the years, this mental model has 

been created by interacting with other humans and their personal local reality. For example, children are taught 

which wavelengths of light correspond to “red,” a very labor-intensive task, as any parent knows. Colors, of 

course, do not exist in nature. (Eagleman D p 84) So, to visualize something as “red,” one must create a visual 

image corresponding to the image others have when they state something is “red.” This is what is meant by 

the mind/brain’s mental model.  

There is, however, no community-accepted inner mental model that corresponds to spiritual 

information that comes from non-local reality through non-ordinary means. So, it seems odd, strange, or 

unreal. As the child who had a near-death experience said of his experiences in non-local reality, “It was real, 

Dr. Morse, it was realer than real.”  By this, he meant that although it had the exact perceptual “feel” as any 

other perception, it did not match with anything in his interior mental model, so it seemed strange or unreal.  

Spiritual Sight is a training tool to help mediums understand this subtle but clear-cut difference in 

thoughts from non-local reality and those from the medium’s mind/brain’s local reality. However, it takes 

years to perceive the difference quickly and easily, often only achieved by Masters of Spiritual Sight. As a 

result, especially for highly emotionally charged spiritual questions directed to The Other Side, it is extremely 

difficult for either the monitor or the medium to determine which information came from a discarnate entity 

and which from the inevitable effort of the medium’s mind/brain also to answer the question. This is the 

rationale behind presenting the questions as numbers. 
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TOS Presented Validation Within the Information Presented 

The BICS questions have a skeptical tone. As a result, the Other Side often embedded validation within 

the answers. They tried to provide the specifics necessary to answer the four questions to a level that could be 

presented in a (hypothetical) court of law. 

For example, one medium in Fort Wayne contacted an entity named Tabitha. She lived in a church in 

England in Allan Kardec’s time, but she also “is everywhere.” She was the highest-order entity. The medium 

came in contact with her after being given the number for the first question. She described being in the small 

rural English village, meeting a sizeable, officious man who was too busy to talk to her, and pointing her to 

Tabitha as someone who could answer her questions. Tabitha was a tall woman dressed in white and radiant. 

The medium had the sense of being with God when she spoke with her. 

Tabitha told her, “Failure leads to progress” as the answer to the first question. The medium did not 

know the question yet gave an answer referencing Kardec’s time and the nature of progress and failure. 

A medium in Charleston was given the same number for the question, interacted with the same entity, 

Tabitha, and was given the same answer. In other words, she was contacted by the same entity that had 

interacted with the Fort Wayne medium. The medium was taken to the same place as the Fort Wayne 

medium, a rural village in England during the time of Allan Kardec. She met the same entities described by 

the Fort Wayne mediums, entered a church, and was introduced to a woman dressed in white who emanated 

a white light. She said her name was Tabitha. She answered the questions as she had previously answered 

when they were presented through the Fort Wayne medium. 

 When presented with such astonishing validation of the integrity of the process, it is natural to wonder 

if the mediums somehow colluded and faked this result. The history of scientific investigation of mediumship 

has shown that mediums can dupe well-intentioned scientists (Thompkins M). That is why the protocol 

included a forensic psychiatrist and an outside attorney involved in the sessions' protocol and monitoring. 

Both mediums have been thoroughly investigated, and there is no evidence or conceivable way they could 

have colluded.  

When the spirit world was presented with Question 3, which essentially asks the spirit world, “What 

have they done for us lately?” there followed an avalanche of evidence presented through the mediums. 

For example, upon being given the number for question 3, one medium drew a picture of the benzene 

ring. She had no idea of the molecular structure of benzene or its significance. She was a high school graduate 
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living in middle America. She also described seeing red threads. Again, she had no idea why that was 

important and even expressed surprise at seeing the threads. 

The German chemist Kukele was shown the structure of the benzene ring in a vision while in a dreamy 

half-asleep state in 1886. (Rocke A. Chapter 10) Benzene became an important industrial chemical used to 

develop aniline dyes for fabric. The first color produced was bright scarlet. The invention of aniline dyes led 

directly to Germany’s industrial might at the turn of the 19th century and is arguably an essential part of 

Germany's wars of expansion in the early 20th century. (Travis T) As will be seen, the spirit world has been 

clear that it is responsible for such conflicts as they are moral and spiritual growth opportunities for 

humankind. For example, World War 1 led to the League of Nations, an early precursor to The United 

Nations. 

When presented with the same number, a different medium was shown: a glass tube with mercury in 

it. The mercury was in the tube, and there were markings on the side. The medium was unaware that the 

mercury thermometer was invented by David Fahrenheit as “an answer to prayer.”  The thermometer was an 

essential part of the scientific revolution of the 18th century; however, that occurred in 1714 (Fahrenheit D 

1724), which is not the time period of the question.  

So, the medium may have been referring to the invention of the first practical medical thermometer, 

which radically transformed the practice of medicine, impacting the diagnosis and treatment of everything 

from infectious diseases to the management of surgical patients. This was invented by Sir Thomas Clifford 

Allbutt in 1867, which is within the time period of the question.  Sir Allbutt was described as a “spiritual 

aristocrat.”  He believed that his many medical and scientific achievements resulted in his finding the 

mysteries of God’s law in the human body and the natural world. (Chance B) 

Two of the mediums contacted the spirit of Allan Kardec and asked him the BICS questions. Again, 

they worked entirely from a number yet were contacted by a spirit who precisely fit the description of Allan 

Kardec.  

For example, one of the mediums immediately stated that the number was associated with a dead man 

and accurately described Allan Kardec. 

  The other mediums drew a steamer trunk from the 1800s and called it The Trunk of Knowledge. She 

said the entity she contacted stated that for humankind’s spiritual progress to continue, the Trunk of 
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Knowledge must be opened.  At that point, she had worked solely from the number corresponding to the 

question. 

Some Spiritists call Allan Kardec's five books the Trunk of Knowledge. The term “trunk of 

knowledge” is not found in English translations of his work. The term “trunk” is based on the French word 

“trunc,” often used as a metaphor for the Tree of Knowledge in French. 

One final example came from a medium who, in answering Question 1, presented the Spirit World’s 

influence on both the planet and humanity’s spiritual progress. She was shown a vision of the Earth, 

surrounded by two hands holding it between them. They were moving rhythmically close and then away from 

the Earth. The monitor recognized the movement of the medium’s hands as she demonstrated how the hands 

moved while holding the planet, the characteristic rhythm associated with the quantum waves that connect 

us, and the unmistakable signature of the 1/f frequency. Theoretical physicists and cognitive neuroscientists 

have described this 1/f frequency as the physical signature of consciousness. (Pitkaanen M 2001)(Anderson 

C 2000) 

The BICS investigators stressed that they wanted specific answers to the questions that could be 

independently verified as coming from The Other Side. The ISSC protocol of presenting the questions as 

numbers to the mediums is one method of blinding the mediums to the nature of the investigation and ensuring 

the integrity of the process. 
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IV Results 

 

A.- BICS Question One: Answers 

The answers given by the mediums to the first question:  

“Since 1857, has the Other Side failed and Mankind failed to achieve good progress in securing 

human spirituality? If so, are bad spirits and bad humans winning?”  

 

A1.- Yes and No Answers 

Mediums who answered yes: 10    

(0106, 0108, 0109, 0113, 0112, 0116, 0117, 2002, 2005, 2006) 

Mediums who answered no: 6  

(0102, 0115, 0110, 0114, 2003, 2004) 

Mediums with undetermined answers: 3 

(0101, 0103, 2007) 

Core trance mediums: 8 answered “yes,” 3 answered “no,” and 1 was undetermined. 

Psychic mediums: 2 answered “yes,” 3 answered “no,” and 2 undetermined. 

Consensus Viewpoint 

The consensus, especially among the core trance mediums, is that mankind has failed to make good 

progress in securing human spirituality since 1857. All agree that humans are to blame yet acknowledge that 

mankind’s failure is the spirit world’s failure, in the sense that when a child fails, the parent has also failed.  

The best overview of the consensus answer was Medium 0115, who, after receiving the 

question’s number, responded: “The nature of the world is so you can choose. It is designed so 

that human beings can progress in their souls and their spirit. And that requires challenge, 
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temptation, bad things happening, what you call bad. So, it's not a matter of winning or losing. It 

is a matter of it's all there together, and it's essential for the human journey.”  

A2.- Progress Through Failure 

Although the responses to the first question seem divided at first glance, with a predominance of 

affirmative answers, a deeper analysis reveals a more complex picture. Rather than one side prevailing over 

the other, as presented below, the mediums' insights collectively suggest that various experiences, including 

perceived setbacks, contribute to humanity's spiritual progress.  

When Medium 2005 was presented with the First Question’s corresponding number, the contacted 

entity immediately said, “Progress through failure.”  

When given the number for the same question, one of the entities contacted by Medium 0108 at once 

said, “Hatred blocks progress.” 

After receiving the corresponding number, Medium 0001’s entity stated, “The problem is not that 

something is winning or losing, but that we think in terms of winning and losing. We cannot make progress 

when we divide into winning and losing. We must return to oneness (…) Nature is one, and we cannot divide 

one (…) We must return to oneness, to virtue, to stop forcing ourselves on the world but to live with it as one.” 

Medium 2002’s also acknowledged that “We are at a time of a great awakening (…) Although 

mankind has not progressed as it could, they still have progressed, and failure is part of that process.” 

As Medium 2002 explained. “This reality is a school,” and responded affirmatively, “Yes, however, 

we are at a time of a great awakening… People's awareness is going to be blossoming left and right. It's going 

to come very quickly to them and so many that have never experienced any type of awareness” 

A3.- Humans Are Failing 

Seemingly questioning the relevance of the concept of “winning” in the spiritual realm, 

Medium 0115 responded to the first question with another question: “What is winning?”  

Medium 0113’s entity stated that “bad people and bad spirits are (currently) winning,” 

although “not totally,” and that “there is volatility, different positions, bad spirits in the political 

realm...”. “Bad spirits win by deceit,” but the implication is that humans do not have to believe 

their lies. 
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Regarding who is to blame, Medium 0117 bluntly explained that behind this failure are 

“humans, not spirits, bad humans.” 

When asked if the bad humans were winning, Medium 0114 had a vision of a “narrow 

balance beam,” with “danger on either side, crocodiles on one, piranhas on the other. Fear is 

holding humans back. I can’t progress on the balance beam, I am afraid, I’m getting a sense of 

losing perspective. Maybe even losing morality.” 

Medium 0117’s entity said behind this failure there are “humans, not spirits, bad humans.” 

As one of the entities contacted by Medium 2006 explained, “Humans are responsible for 

their slowed development in the past 150 years. Bad spirits are not working against humanity; they 

are doing it with their own egos.”  

Medium 0115 hints at the situation's complexity with these words: “But now the earth is on 

the precipice of teetering into dark times because the world is filled with those whose goals are not 

love, are not caring, are not humanity. They are selfish. They need to move on in their journeys 

for them to grow. Unfortunately, some of those humans are in powerful positions. However, all is 

not lost. There is a strong basis of love in your world. There is a strong sense of compassion or 

human dignity.” 

Medium 0110’s sustained, “Humans themselves are holding themselves back by not having empathy 

for others, by not choosing love, by not learning and communicating with each other, especially people we 

don’t understand or like.” 

A4: Humans Have Not Failed 

Medium 2003’s entity stated, “No one has failed, but things should have turned out 

differently (…) Bad humans and bad spirits are not winning (…) Progress is made (…) Stop 

judging yourself thinking you should be further ahead or further behind. Failure is only fear; stop 

your fear with love.” When asked how things could have turned out differently, the entity only 

stated: “peace”. 

Medium 2004’s said, “You have not failed. There is no such thing. More and more of you 

are waking up, and we’re so excited. Keep spreading the word and the love. Has TOS failed in 

helping humans achieve spirituality? No, we have not failed. We’re here giving you guidance 

every day, every minute. Unfortunately, some of you are caught up in the day-to-day physical, and 
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you forget to stop and connect to love, which is us. We are here. We have not failed. No one has 

failed. Keep going.” 

Medium 0115’s entity professed, “It’s not a matter of winning or losing,” while Medium 

0116’s mentioned that the terms “good and bad should not be used” since “the light needs shadow. 

Medium 0115’s entity further addressed the issue of “bad humans”: “The answer is there is 

good and bad in everyone. Some people here in your world choose the difficult path that you call 

bad. But often it's to help others learn and grow. Because even in bad actions there is a spark in 

everyone that connects to the whole. We have not failed. You have not failed. No one is winning, 

there is nothing to win.” 

The entity further addressed the issue of progress: “progress is something that's measured in 

many different ways. The inhabitants of earth are the humans who are trying to find their way. 

They have a challenge, challenges before them. Progress to us is over time that is eternal. We do 

see there has been progress and there will continue to be progress.” 

A5.- Human Progress is Non-Linear  

Those who responded negatively seem to agree that significant progress has been made 

despite all the possible obstacles and drawbacks.  

Most responses suggested a dynamic and non-linear understanding of spiritual development 

transcending the traditional binaries of success and failure or good and evil. Instead, they indicate 

that everything is part of a continuous growth, learning, and adaptation process. This highlights 

the importance of facing challenges and making choices, implying that what is perceived as 'bad' 

or negative can be crucial for spiritual progress. 

This suggests that what may be perceived as 'bad' or negative experiences are crucial for 

spiritual growth and that challenges, difficulties, and even adversities are not merely obstacles but 

essential elements in the journey of spiritual growth. These challenges are seen not as hindrances 

but as catalysts for growth and opportunities for learning, and they are necessary for the evolution 

of the human spirit. 

As Medium 0001 expressed, there seems to reign a sense of unity and shared purpose, 

“Nature is one, and we cannot divide one (…) We must return to oneness, to virtue, to stop forcing 

ourselves on the world but to live with it as one.” 
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A6.- Human Progress is Cyclical 

Many responses suggested that human progress is a cyclical process, marked by periods of 

awakening, introspection, and even setbacks considered integral to humanity's overall 

development.  

Medium 0114’s entity noted, “Neither side is winning, the pattern constantly shifts (…) It’s 

all working out, everything is working out as it should. It’s a balance, and it’s two sides of a coin.”  

Medium 0106’s expressed: “The answer is that we are on a roller coaster, or a conveyor belt, 

going up and down, up and down, but no one is losing; eventually, everyone is winning (…) There 

was a time of great spiritual awakening; then, humanity became closed off to Spirit, and now, it is 

waking up again. Right now is the worst it has ever been; that is correct.”  

These answers underscore the ongoing struggle and the fluid nature of spiritual challenges, 

indicating they are part of the spiritual journey. 

A7.-Allan Kardec's Views on the Matter 

In “The Spirit’s Book,” Allan Kardec held the same nuanced view of human spiritual 

development as the entities who responded to Question 1. Kardec is responding to the subtext of 

question 1, which asks why there are so many wars and calamities in the present time, implying 

that the horrific events indicate a lack of progress. 

“Calamities are trials that furnish humans with an opportunity to exert their intelligence and 

to demonstrate their patience and resignation before the will of God. At the same time, calamities 

enable them to develop the sentiments of self-denial, self-detachment, and love for their neighbor 

– if they are not dominated by selfishness” (Kardec, 2006, p. 413-414) 

“If during our time on earth we often choose the most difficult trials with a view to evolving 

further, why would a spirit who sees even farther down the road and for whom earthly life is only 

a fleeting incident not choose a painful and laborious existence if it will lead it toward eternal 

happiness?” (Kardec, 2006, p. 220) 

“After each existence, they see the steps they have already taken and understand what they 

lack in purity to reach the goal. That is the reason why they willingly submit to all the vicissitudes 
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of corporeal life, even requesting the ones that will help them arrive more quickly” (Kardec, 2006, 

p. 219) 

Kardec's words highlight that spiritual growth is inherently linked with facing and 

overcoming challenges and adversities. This coincides with most mediums entities, who seemed 

to conclude that spiritual growth is not a straightforward path but a rich tapestry of experiences, 

choices, and transitions, all contributing to the evolution of the human spirit. 

The Risk of Self-Inflicted Extinction (Supplemental Question 2) 

Supplemental question 2 is a natural follow up to Question 1. It is “Without some shift in 

planet wide spirituality to match technological growth, humans on this planet are at risk of 

self-inflicted extinction. If you agree with this statement, please give specific remedies. If you 

disagree, please give us specific reasons.” 

Although not a direct answer to question one, the ISSC team would be remiss in not including 

the entitys’ answer to this question. Regardless of whether they answered “yes” or “no” to whether 

humanity is progressing spiritually, all indicated that humans are at risk of self-extinction. These 

answers were embedded in their answers to Question 1, so it is appropriate that they be presented 

here. 

Medium 0001 said she had a vision and said, “Tobacco? The smell of tobacco and fields of 

tobacco. It all can go in smoke. We force tobacco into our lungs; we can’t force nature to be what 

it does not want to be.” 

Medium 0112 said she felt strange, “I feel like I just watched a car wreck… That feeling 

like, I don’t know how to describe that. It’s not that I saw; I mean, at one point, I got a glimpse of 

war, and I don’t know if it was just talking about the past or if it’s something that’s going to end 

up happening, but I just have this feeling of I just witnessed a wreck, and I don’t know if the people 

are okay.” 

Medium 0113 after being given the numbers corresponding to question 1 stated that a 

woman approached her saying: “I can answer the question. The answer is yes.  

(Medium) A woman is watching. 

(Monitor) What is her name?   (Medium) Tabitha. 
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(Medium): She is watching people, and watching people over (other) people.She is sad. She is missing 

something. Oh its her head. Metaphorically. She is missing some part of herself. She is in Victorian dress, 

1850s. Name is Tamara, or Tabitha.She is missing her family, those close to her makes her happy.  

She will only say the answer to the question is yes, both parts are yes. 

(The Medium): I have a sudden feeling of being carefree, wild, raw, wind is blowing my hair. And we 

(humanity) are going off a cliff and then going to die. This is a warning (says Tabitha/Tamara) Being wild 

and free and where it gets you. Freedom is needed, not feeling free. 

Remedies: Supplemental Question 2 

Again, these remedies were typically included in the answers to Question 1. Appendix 1 presents a full 

report of all the supplemental and additional questions. 

 In brief, the entities state that humanity’s lack of faith and failure to integrate spiritual understandings 

into everyday lives has caused the problems. This is particularly seen in technology, as once scientists sought 

God’s plan in the natural world. Today’s science has far outstripped human morality and ethics and is not 

guided by TOS to advance spiritual progress. The remedies require a return to faith, to reject hate and fear, 

and to embrace empathy and love. As one entity stated: “They (humans) must look through the eyes of the 

other.” 
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B.- BICS Question Two: Answers 

The following presents the answers given by the mediums to the second question:  

“Explain to people on Earth why the Other Side has not failed in fostering spiritual evolution.” 

The following answers to the second question reveal what the TOS had to say on this matter: 

B1.- No One has Failed 

Several mediums highlighted that spiritual evolution is not about “failing” or “succeeding.” Instead, 

they view it as a continuous and unified universal process that humanity cannot understand. 

As Medium 0001 explained after being given the number for the second question: “We have not failed, 

humankind has not failed. (You) don’t understand what progress is or how it occurs. We (humanity) are the 

blob, and the spirit world is the higher order. It can only try to shape us, but parts of the blob cannot fit or 

understand the higher configuration.” 

Medium 2004’s entity alleged, “We have not failed, neither have you. You as people give too much 

notice to your fear and not enough to love and the joy and the fun and the friendship, the connection you have 

with others.”  

Accordingly, Medium 0115 expressed, “Humanity has not failed in spiritual evolution, and we have 

not failed you.” 

Medium 2002’s stated that, “There is no failure. Consciousness has to evolve as it’s ready to. You 

cannot judge how that happens. Humans are so locked into everything being right or wrong, and it’s only now 

that you’re finally starting to see the massive lifetimes of duality that you are starting to break free from you.”  

Medium 0115’s entity expressed, “Humanity has not failed in spiritual evolution, and we have not 

failed you. The best example of progress is the development of civilization… When humankind makes 

progress, the spirit world makes progress. They are one and the same, indicating no failure on either side.” 

Some participants, including Medium 0116, also considered this unity between humans and the other 

side, who stated, “Help is always there, but humans don’t ask for it... The spirit world and the human world 

evolve together and are, in fact, one.” 

Medium 0113 specified why The Other Side has not failed as follows, “They have not failed because 

they continuously try to reach us (humans). And some of us they do and they know and they gravitate towards 
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us because they feel like we are the messengers and they keep trying to help people keep bad spirits away. I 

feel like a lot of people don't have the other side on their side, and that's because of the disconnect.” 

B2.- Mankind has Failed to Listen to TOS 

Despite the previous views, and although there has been no complete failure, The entity contacted by 

Medium 0101 said, “It is the physical side of Earth that is failing (…) We (humans) don’t understand what is 

progress, how it occurs, we are the blob, the spirit world is the higher order, it can only try to shape us, but 

parts of the blob cannot fit or understand the higher configuration (…) The reason that humanity has not 

progressed is a failure of (human) leadership and religion (the spiritual side).” 

Medium 0108’s entity pointed out that “Mankind has failed to make progress” because “The spirit 

world has tried to help, but people generally do not want to listen,” blaming it on “a loss of faith, a lack of 

belief in the spirit world.” 

Medium 0106 emphasized this, stating that upon being given the number for the question, she was 

approached by a woman who showed her a tablet of stone with ten lines of writing on it that she couldn’t read. 

The implication is that we have ignored the guidance of the Ten Commandments. 

Medium 0112’s explained, “It’s not TOS’s fault. You can lead a horse to water. They give us the tools. 

We’ve shunned information. We’ve turned our noses up at information out of fear and ego and what we deem 

as important. Humans have taken the wrong road code. I don’t want to say the rock road. We’ve gone off 

course…” 

As Medium 2007 stated, “It is not the spirit side that has failed. It's the choices of those in the physical.  

Similarly, Medium 0108 points out that the leading cause of this failure is that humans “don’t want to 

listen” to the Other Side: “Mankind has failed to make progress. The spirit world has tried to help, but people 

generally do not want to listen. The main problem is a loss of faith, a lack of belief in the spirit world.” 

In summary, according to most entities, the reasons for this apparent failure are diverse, ranging from 

fear and not fully engaging with the opportunities for spiritual growth to a lack of faith, ignorance of spiritual 

tools, and distraction by material pursuits. 

Achieving spiritual evolution mostly depends on humanity, as explained by Medium 0110: “Humanity 

had to move around the Earth, discover new ideas, work together for survival, find their place as one people, 
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one humanity. Be humble, realize that nature is bigger than humankind, and change their relationship with 

the Earth to be humbler and more spiritual.” 

B3.- How the Other Side has Helped 

As confirmed by most mediums, the Other Side, or Spiritual Realm, has helped, guided, inspired, or 

influenced humanity through different forms of intervention. This guidance is often seen as a subtle influence 

rather than a direct intervention, suggesting spiritual mentorship or guardianship.  

Medium 0117’s entity flatly stated: “Everything. Everything humans have accomplished is because of 

the spirit world.”  Medium 0115’s entity agreed, stating “anything done that is good is because of spirit.” 

Medium 2005 stated, “They allow humankind’s spirituality to grow. They ‘nudge’ humans.” 

Medium 2003’s entity, presented with the number corresponding to the question, gave several specific 

examples of how the spirit world has helped humans progress spiritually. 1) The Earth itself was given to 

humanity by the spirit world. 2) Reincarnation. Death and rebirth are essential for spiritual progress. 3) 

Religion. Religion was supposed to help people find wisdom within, but they transformed it into something 

different. “Humans got in the way and changed the answers. They failed the test of religion (as it was originally 

presented to us). 4)  Science. Science is to guide us. The technology of the Iron Age led to religion. (this was 

shown to the medium as a vision of past events) 

Medium 2006 briefly answered the same question: “Jesus was a prophet, brought to earth to advance 

mankind.” 

Medium 0114 had a vision of “dropping lanterns” and said the Spirit World has lit the path by dropping 

these, metaphorically speaking: “They are dropping lanterns, and some turn into fires…” The Monitor asked, 

“Into fires?” “Yes,” responded the medium. “I get the sense that that’s when the… it’s almost like the actual 

communication happens when there’s a fire. There’s an actual breakthrough. The lantern has caught the fuel 

source (…) It’s sort of the idea of a flash of insight or brilliance or improvement when there’s a great leap 

forward in personal knowledge or science or in other places (…) It’s a metaphor (…) I get the sense that it’s 

the actual communication happening. I see. It’s the combustion of both elements coming together. I don’t 

know how to interpret that.” The Monitor then asked, “Can you give a specific example?” and the medium 

replied, “I saw a sidewalk,” as well as “thousands of songs.” 

During her trance, Medium 0106 had a vision of a tall cylinder. The Monitor asked her to describe it, 

and she said it was a glass cylinder with numbers on one of its sides: “There was mercury,” she explained. 
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The Monitor asked where the mercury was, and the reply was, “It was on the inside.” The same medium also 

had the vision containing symbolic imagery involving stone tablets.  

It must be noted that Gabriel Fahrenheit expressed the following in his 1724 'Experimenta circa 

gradum caloris,' “When a (mercury) thermometer … was made (perhaps imperfect in many ways) the result 

answered to my prayer; and with great pleasure of mind, I observed the truth (that water boils at a fixed degree 

of heat).” (Fahrenheit D) The thermometer's invention led directly to innumerable advances in all areas of 

science, including medicine, chemistry, and physics. 

When Medium 0110 was asked when the Other Side has helped humankind, he stated that this has 

happened “many, many times.” One example she gave was the Ice Age: “It changed how humans progressed 

towards the ultimate goal of the universe.”  

Regarding how they have helped us, Medium 0103 said, “The spirit world does not foster spiritual 

evolution but guides humanity individually. People think that they come up with random ideas, but these are 

inspired by spirit.” 

Medium 0113’s entity illustrates this with the spirit world’s response to school shootings: “Tabitha says 

that they're watching and they tried to push the gunmen, but the only thing that they can reach is the people 

inside of schools or buildings or churches to react in a certain way” 

Medium 0115’s entity emphasized the role of human choices in advancing their spiritual progress. “We 

go back to what we said in the beginning, which is that there is good and bad in every human being. It is how 

that human chooses to connect with spirit or not connect with one that will help determine whether they go 

forth in light or in darkness. And many are afraid. They don't know. They can't allow themselves to open 

themselves to spirit. What you call bad is not spirit, it's lack of spirit. The dark side is the lack of spirit. 

B4.- Connection With the Other Side 

Most mediums mention a close relationship between humanity and The Other Side.  

Medium 0115’s entity said, “When Mankind makes progress, the spirit world makes progress. They 

are the same, indicating no failure on either side (…) The spiritual world is not separate from Mankind. We 

are all connected. We are all a part of the whole. And while we are not humans, we care about humans because 

you’re a part of us, but not in the way that humans necessarily sense because time is very different. Time is a 

human construct. It’s not of this place.” 
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The same entity added that this connection or unity is more profound in some people: “They understand 

they are in touch, and those are the people who begin to make huge changes for humanity. There are people 

like Gandhi; there are people like Nelson Mandela, people like Martin Luther King Jr. whose spirits are so 

connected and so strong that they pour through them from us.”As Medium 0116 and others mentioned, “The 

spirit world and the human world evolve together, and are in fact one,” therefore in reality there is no need for 

one to 'help' the other, for “they are all part of one whole.” 

Medium 0108 addressed the deeply personal relationship between the spirit world and humanity. Much 

of the spiritual progress occurs on a one-on-one level: “They can help protect you if you, like you've been in 

a car accident, but you and your car flipped, but you didn't suffer any scratch or burns or anything. They can 

protect you that way. It can, if you are starting to go down the wrong path in your life, they can make 

something happen that makes you open up your eyes and go, wait, what the hell was I just doing? Why am I 

trying to do that? I should be doing this.” 

Medium 2002’s entity articulated the difficult concept that there is no separation between the spirit 

world and humanity, only different manifestations of energy:” It's a very human thing to think that once we're 

separate of our bodies, that what we consider spirit is still separate from the universal energies. It's all a 

blending. The energy is all you're ever present, it's all there all the time. We have created that duality, that 

separation to experience earth as earth is experienced and just because what once was a spirit in any particular 

reality, even a light being that does not need to have a physical body but shows up as a presence of energy. 

That's how source is electing to portray that aspect of itself.  what you consider a spirit, a soul is all source 

breaking off in whatever way it chooses to express itself. So you've broken off to be human in a human body, 

very dense. There are aspects of source that break off to embody an energy form that does not need a dense 

physical body. And that energy simply has consolidated to experience itself in this energetic form. So if it's 

already energy like you perceive your spirit or soul to be, and it already doesn't have a body in its reality” 

B5.- What Allan Kardec Said 

“We have already spoken to you of those worlds where the newborn soul is placed, when, still ignorant 

of good and evil, it can progress toward God, lord of itself, in possession of its free will. You have already 

been informed regarding the ample faculties given to the soul so that it may practice the good.” (Kardec, 1987, 

p. 76) 
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C.- BICS Question Three: Answers 

The following analysis considers the answers given by the mediums to the third question:  

“What difference has the Other Side made in the past 166 years in influencing humans to 

accelerate their spiritual progress.” 

The core mediums indicated that the Other Side has been actively influencing spiritual progress through 

inspiration, guidance, technological advancements, and direct spiritual experiences. Most highlight a 

symbiotic relationship between the spiritual and human realms that boosts spiritual progress in three primary 

areas: 

It is important to note that most of the entities presented the answers to questions 2 and 3 as if they were 

the same question, although question 3 specifies the time period since 1867. As one entity stated: “We tend 

to take the long view, looking at a span of a thousand years.” 

C1.- Influence on Science and Technology  

Many mediums mentioned that the Other Side has inspired critical technological and scientific 

breakthroughs. Examples include the inventions of Nikola Tesla and Thomas Edison and discoveries like the 

benzene ring and blood types. 

Medium 2003 was shown an array of scientific advances, “they all just flashed by, but seemingly all 

the inventions since 1857, the radio, electricity, the telephone, the world wars, the cell phone, the internet, all 

shown in rapid flashes…” 

Medium 0103 pointed out that the spirit world guides humanity on an individual basis, with inspirations 

that are often mistaken for random ideas, stating that notable historical figures like Thomas Edison were 

guided by the spirit, leading to advancements that improve human life and spiritual progress, “Thomas Edison 

would sit and hold something in his hand until they got into sort of the hypnogogic state and when the ball 

dropped out of his hand, he would open his eyes. But it was in that in-between state; perhaps that's meditation 

for you. And it was that for him where the light bulbs literally went off his head. He was inspired. The word 

inspire means something in spirit is coming through. It's not from ourselves…” 

Expanding on this, Medium 0109 affirmed, “We have sent you messengers, inspired with vision and 

love. Some are your scientists; some are your religious leaders. Edison, Crooke, Einstein. Your scientists have 

peeled away the layers of illusion so that you can clearly see that this world is an illusion, one created just for 
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you to learn to love. We touch you in dreams. We whisper in your ear. We send leaders to inspire you. The 

Dalai Lama. Billy Graham. And you have heard. Look around you. Your technology allows you to explore 

the world and connects you with everyone, even in remote crevices. You are outraged at injustices you find 

that once were accepted. Your battles are not to survive but to thrive.” 

Regarding Tesla, Medium 0110 explained that he “was inspired by The Other Side and 

interdimensional beings to create inventions which improved Humanity's standard of living and comfort. Just 

having lights at night leads to more freedom, communication, and socialization, which in turn leads to spiritual 

progress. Having abundant electricity, in turn, led to hundreds of other inventions that led to humankind's 

spiritual progress. And these inventions were also inspired by The Other Side in many cases.” 

Medium 0101 said, “They teach us new things, they give us new technology, they teach us how to 

connect through telepathy, and how to access that frequency.” This same medium also mentioned that “new 

technology will help us to connect to God, help us to be centered, a way to connect Him and Himself, and, 

more importantly, that we are not focused on multiple religions.”  

Similarly, Medium 0102 claimed, “We have been in a dark age of spiritual progress, but we are now 

coming out of that, and both interdimensional beings (IDB) and spirits will be around more. We will be 

moving forward using technology.”  

Also referring to the Other Side's influence on new technology development, Medium 0103 stated that 

“there's been a development in people opening up more because they're starting to seek answers. They're 

starting to look for things; they're starting to research things. Having technology makes it a lot easier to 

research (ideas). So, the more research, the more technology you have, or the easier it is for you to get that 

information, the easier it's for you to understand and learn how to use it and open up more.” 

In sum, the spiritual world seems to be tightly connected with technological and scientific 

advancements. After all, as Medium 2007 pointed out, “The technology. C. C, the all-knowing manufactured, 

the knowing comes from the soul.” 

As Medium 0110 claimed, this even includes “the proliferation of the near-death experiences in the 

past many years, which have occurred because of advances in medical technology. (Inspired by TOS) This 

has led to considerable wisdom acquisition for all Humanity.”  
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The following specific examples were given. These were often presented to the medium’s in symbolic 

form: for example: when given the number for question 3, medium 0114 immediately drew the benzene ring; 

this medium has only a high school education and out of trance denied knowing anything of chemistry. 

Planet Earth: When presented with the respective number, one medium said she was being shown a 

vision of giant hands moving towards and away from each other in a rhythmic pattern and the Earth appearing.  

Death as spiritual progress: When presented with the number linked to Question 2, several mediums 

simply said “death.” One entity continued, “Death is a time for rest, for reflection.”  

Ice Age: The Ice Age changed the way that humans progressed towards the ultimate goal of the 

Universe. Humanity had to move around the Earth, discover new ideas, work together for survival, and find 

their place as one people, one humanity.  

Iron Age: The technology of the Iron Age led to religion. 

(ISSC note: This vision was presented to Medium in 2005. She did not understand it. It is worth 

mentioning that Iron Age technology directly led to humans having a centralized government with a distinct 

ruling class, for example, the rise of the Persian empires, as steel weapons were superior to bronze or stone 

weapons. Towards the end of the Iron Age, the Axial Age began, the birth of the major religions.)(Armstrong 

K 2006) 

Religion: Religion was supposed to help humans find wisdom within, but they transformed it into 

something different. Humans got in the way and changed the answers. They failed the test of religion (as it 

was initially presented).  

Ten Commandments: The stone tablets of the Ten Commandments represent a significant milestone 

in human spiritual development.  

Jesus: Jesus was a prophet, brought to earth to advance Mankind. 

Inspirational leaders: TOS has sent messengers, inspired with vision and love, leaders to inspire us, 

including the Dalai Lama, Billy Graham, Martin Luther King Jr., and others. 

Inspired inventions: The radio, the telephone, the cell phone, the internet, and many other inventions 

were inspired by Spirit. Edison, Crooke, Einstein, and Tesla are examples. Lesser-known examples 

mentioned include inspiration through dreams and the development of technology, such as magnetic 

propulsion and the ability to stop time. 
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Social Movements: The spirit world influenced the Civil Rights movement and inspired key figures 

like Martin Luther King Jr. 

Blood circulation: Blood circulation: When asked the third BICS question, Medium 0006 replied: “I 

am being shown something about blood. How it circulated. (Note: The entity may have been referring to 

William Harvey, who discovered the circulation of blood, which triggered the scientific advances of the 

Enlightenment. He credited his discoveries to divine inspiration.) 

Sidewalks: Spirit is credited with even the development of sidewalks, which were first used a 

millennium or two after the invention of the wheel and popularized in heavily traveled city streets in the 19th 

century. The sidewalks of Paris specifically occurred after 1867. 

Vaccine Development: There is a mention of Nicholas Tesla and Jonas Salk, suggesting that while 

humans developed the Salk vaccine, such advancements might have been inspired by spiritual or otherworldly 

sources (Salk and Tesla have said that interdimensional beings or aliens gave them ideas) 

Near-Death Experiences: Advances in medical technology have led to an increase in near-death 

experiences, which in turn have contributed to humanity's considerable acquisition of wisdom. 

Advancements in Medical Technology: The spirit world has contributed to medical technology, 

leading to longer, healthier lives for humanity. This includes advancements across various fields of medicine. 

Ocular surgery: Various medical procedures on the eye were also said to be inspired by TOS.   

Transplant Technology: The mediums speak of transplant technology as a significant medical 

advancement inspired by the spirit world, contributing to Mankind’s good. 

Discovery of Blood Types: TOS is said to have led to the discovery of different blood types in 1900, 

a crucial advancement in medical science. 

Future Spiritual Discovery: Mediums also predicted a future discovery that will significantly 

accelerate human spiritual development and bring a new level of consciousness about Earth’s unique position 

in the Universe. 

C2.- What Allan Kardec Said 

“When certain discoveries’ proper time has come, the spirits in charge of directing 

progress search for the appropriate persons to accomplish them, inspiring them with the 

necessary ideas but leaving them all the merit because they themselves will have to 
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develop the ideas and carry them out. This is the process for all the great works of human 

intelligence.” 

“The Mediums Book” Chapter XXVI. p. 410 

C3.- Role of Death In Spiritual Progress: 

The core mediums also emphasized the connection between spiritual progress and the concept of 

Death. They suggested that understanding and accepting Death as a natural and not fearful part of life is crucial 

for spiritual growth and that Death is a transformative experience that leads to spiritual advancement: 

After being asked what TOS is doing to evolve us, Medium 0110’s entity said, “Death and suffering 

are necessary for human evolution.” 

Medium 0001 affirmed that Death is part of spiritual progress. Transition back and forth, from life to 

the Other Side and back, is one way of spiritual progress. This coincides almost precisely with what Medium 

0102 stated, “Death also plays a role in spiritual evolution. After humans die, they become closer to The I AM 

and can communicate with him, improving communication with the living.” 

As Medium 0001 explained, expanding on the topic: 

“Do not fear Death; it is the great engine of spirituality. Death and life are parallel. I see parallel lines. I 

see birds migrating. Death and life are like a great migration. We fly as a group to other grounds, to another 

place. All parts of us.”  

Viewed from this perspective, Death is not and cannot be considered the end. As Medium 0116 

explained, “Everything happens for us to learn from it. There is no death, so why do you say that war and 

Death are a horror? You will see that it is all gain; no one really dies or loses anything.”  

Medium 2005 expressed that even “911 was given to us to help us spiritually.” This statement caused 

the medium extreme distress as the medium disagreed with and didn’t understand this answer. The entity 

showed the medium “something about nursing, medical, integrating medicine.” The medium was confused 

and distressed but then somewhat calmed down after being shown the vision concerning nursing and 

medicine. 

When asked by the monitor if recent wars which cause so much death have created chaos for the Other 

Side, Medium 0116 ratified, As Medium 0116’s explained, “Everything happens for us to learn from it. There 
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is no death, so why do you say that war and Death is a horror? You will see that it is all gain; no one really 

dies or loses anything (…) “There is no death. No one gets killed in reality.”  

Medium 0102 added, “Often tragedies create spiritual progress by bringing people together. Examples 

of this are the Oklahoma City bombings and Jonestown. These were created by the The I AM, specifically to 

advance human progress.” 

Medium 0115’s defined death as “one of the greatest processes of growth. It is a part of living to give 

your Spirit a chance to rest so that you can reflect on that which happened in your lifetime. Understand that 

it’s only about love.” 

Medium 0102’s explained that “Death also plays a role in spiritual evolution. After humans die, they 

become closer to The I AM and can communicate with him, resulting in improved communication with the 

living.” 

C4.- What Allan Kardec Said:  

154. Frequently, the body suffers more during life than at the moment of death; the soul itself feels nothing at 

death. The suffering that is sometimes experienced at the moment of death is pleasure for the spirit, for it sees 

that the end of its exile is at hand.” (Kardec, 2006, p. 153). 

"In each new life, a spirit takes another step on the path of progress. When it has stripped itself of all impurities, 

it has no further need of the trials of corporeal life" (Kardec, 2006, p. 162). 
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D.- BICS Question Four: Answers 

The following analysis considers the answers given by the mediums to the fourth question:  

“To what extent have earthbound spirits since 1857 impeded, sabotaged, or distorted the 

progress of human spiritual evolution?” 

Medium 0116 entity’s response was: “Spirits cannot harm humans. Humans harm themselves. 

Nevertheless, they evolve due to their mistakes and only by falling you can rise. (Monitor) “Well, can you 

give an example? Is war an example?”  (Entity) War fever mistakes takes heartbreak. They all serve to make 

people grow. Think of how wars that took place long ago helped to unite people and learn that these are part 

of a way of primitive behavior that us to occur just like a mistake that needs to be overcome without mistakes, 

without fear, without wars, man cannot evolve” 

Medium 2003’s entity agreed, saying: “No one is holding it back; humans are responsible for their own 

lack of progress.” 

Before analyzing these answers further, it is advisable to determine what the mediums define as 

“earthbound spirits.”  The term “earthbound spirits” describes a host of entities. Medium 0110 even stated: 

“This is a difficult question because it is my supposition that there are no earthbound spirits, but rather that 

those beings that are seen as earthbound spirits are actually bleed over from other dimension.” 

D1.- Defining Earthbound Spirits and Their Role 

Medium 0115’s entity stated: “The Earthbound spirit is a soul who has chosen to incarnate in order 

to progress in its soul's journey to ultimately return to the one. And this is a place in which earthbound spirits 

can work to fully understand it's not just about humanity. This is one of many, many worlds and it is one 

world in which spirits can or souls to use one of your terms, go to school to learn.” 

Most mediums suggested that earthbound spirits are individual entities belonging to the spiritual realm, 

possessing positive and negative influences on human spiritual evolution. As they described, these spirits play 

a complex role in shaping humankind’s spiritual journey, offering guidance, presenting challenges, and 

sometimes acting as catalysts for growth and reflection.  

Upon receiving the Fourth BICS Question’s corresponding number, the entity contacted by Medium 

0001 said earthbound spirits “are necessary to progress (…) even the sabotage is progress.”  
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Medium 0114’s entity described them as those (spirits) that cannot leave this dimension. “It is a spirit 

that cannot leave Earth; its feet are planted in dirt,” adding that some guide and advise humans to stop harming 

each other and heal themselves. “Some guide you, some tell you what to do and where to go…”  

Regarding their nature or essence, Medium 0102 said “they are what we otherwise call ghosts” 

Medium 2003’s said, “Earthbound spirits are spirits who chose to stay. They are here to help us, connect 

with us.” 

Medium 2004’s affirmed, “People project their own fear and call it an evil spirit or earthbound spirit as 

they are not willing to take responsibility for their own choice.” 

Medium 2002’s added that these spirits are “entities of the universe who just like the duality on earth,” 

and “have interest in not holding a higher vibration for those on earth. They’re energy vampires, they feed off 

of chaos, of negative energies, turmoil and all the things that are, it’s very easy for them to create that 

atmosphere here on earth to feed off of it, to feed off of that energy.” 

Medium 0103’s said “Earthbound spirits are often spirits who have a strong connection to humans. 

This can be positive or negative.”  

Medium 0106’s stated “Earthbound spirits that we experience are mostly bleed-overs from extra 

dimensions... These extradimensional beings we often wrongly perceive as earthbound spirits are often here 

to help us.”  

Medium 0103 defines these entities as spirits with a solid connection to humans, which can be both 

positive and negative. An example given is of a spirit comforting a living relative. “Chris feels very close to 

his grandfather, and his grandfather remains here on Earth to comfort him.” This quote highlights the positive 

influence of earthbound spirits in providing comfort and support to the living. 

In this interchange, the entity was referring to the medium. This shows the complexity of the medium’s 

relationship with the entities. Chris is a psychic medium, yet this comment was directly channeled through 

him from the entity; he went into a brief trance when receiving this message. 

According to Medium 0106, earthbound spirits are fallen ones who hold back human progress, 

alongside bad humans who no longer listen and believe lies. Regarding their origin and nature, the same 

medium stated, “Earthbound spirits that we experience are mostly bleed-overs from extra dimensions... These 

extradimensional beings we often wrongly perceive as earthbound spirits are often here to help us.”  
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Highlighting their ultimate purpose in learning and evolution, Medium 0116 described earthbound 

spirits as souls on a learning journey. “The Earthbound spirit is a soul who has chosen to incarnate in order to 

progress in its soul's journey to ultimately return to The One...”.  

Most mediums portrayed earthbound spirits as entities with both positive and negative influences on 

human spiritual evolution, depicting them as essential components of the spiritual ecosystem, playing varied 

roles in guiding, teaching, and even challenging humans on their spiritual journeys. 

D2.- Negative Influence of These Spirits 

The entity contacted by Medium 0106 stated that earthbound spirits “hold back human progress (…) 

they sabotage, they destroy, they harm.”  

Medium 0101’s entity said, “These are evil beings or spirits that are not connected to God,” and 

likewise said they “are holding us back.”  

Medium 0102’s affirmed, “bad humans and bad spirits are significantly impeding human progress; it 

may be that the concept of ‘bad human’ or ‘bad spirit’ is holding us back, as much as the actual ‘bad’ part of 

it.” Yet, there clearly is a role for bad humans/spirits in preventing progress. For example, while a person was 

alive, with free will, he may have done bad things by choice. After he dies, he is still angry and still earthbound 

and can cause problems such as making others angry. However, this angry Spirit can change, can repent and 

reflect on what he has done wrong and progress to no longer being earthbound.”  

Medium 0102 also mentioned there are at least two sets of IDB inhabit this Earth currently, and are 

hidden from humanity. They are actively trying to destroy both humanity and the Earth, through a variety of 

ways. There are IDBs who exist in another dimension and are also actively sabotaging humanity. But a second 

interdimensional race is interested in humanity. We often perceive them as angels. They are not as yet 

involved; they are watching from afar.” 

Medium 0113’s entity stated: “Yes, they are preventing people from evolving and they are preventing 

people from opening their mind and waking up. Really. They're the ones that are making men crazy and 

making 'em go to the war and make 'em hate each other. Not only men, but women too. And they're lacking 

or causing people to lack empathy.”   

Again and again, the entities stress that earthbound spirits can only sabotage or impede through their 

actions on humans, not on their own. 
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D3.- Positive Influence of These Spirits 

As Medium 001 claimed, most mediums also state that earthbound spirits are necessary for the soul's 

journey and learning process, playing a complex role in the broader context of spiritual development.  

The Spirit contacted by Medium 0001 affirmed that “There is a network of information that is woven 

into the fabric of the Universe, and this network of information is linked to us through space and time by the 

continuity of chaos and life creation throughout the Universe. Our job is to focus on not breaking the chain of 

connection, not breaking the network.” 

Similarly, both mediums 0102 and 0115 view earthbound spirits as integral to human spiritual 

communication and growth, with a role in balancing and fostering progress.  

As Medium 0115 explained, “It is part of how the world is made up that there are counterbalances in 

your world. So there has to be a balance of a weight on the other side for people to grow to realize if people 

are just good all the time, what you call good loving one another, taking care of each other, it does not help 

the soul to grow, to progress, to do what needs to be done so they can move on.”  

When the monitor asked Medium 0115 if earthbound spirits were fostering spiritual progress by 

impeding and sabotaging progress, the reply was, “Absolutely. It's part of how the world is set up. All we 

hope is that there will be more who are open to receiving and being a part of making the human experience a 

more powerful one for the journey of love.” 

These quotes collectively illustrate the entities' belief in the essential role of positive and negative forces 

in spiritual evolution. They depict a dynamic spiritual realm where challenges, presented by both beneficial 

and malevolent spiritual entities, are necessary for human growth and understanding. 

To all the above, Medium 2006’s entity added, “I want to make it very clear that everything comes 

from love and light. Right here. They're telling me, sorry. They're telling me they were with us before we got 

here, and they're with us now.” This same medium also stated that the spirit world attempts to contact 

individuals multiple times daily. 

Medium 0110 was asked if these entities, which according to her are “bleedovers” from another 

dimension, are sabotaging our progress stated “No. In most cases, bleed over from other dimension is to teach 

you a lesson that you've learned elsewhere that you want to remember in this reality.” 

D4.- Human Choices and Free Will:  
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Many mediums emphasize the significant role of human decisions and actions in shaping spiritual 

progress. The idea is that humans, through their choices, can either advance or impede their spiritual 

development. 

As Medium 0110’s entity stated: “we misunderstand what our earthbound spirits, uh, and I, you know, 

I i, that there's really, there's many people walking on many rocks that, uh, are, are intersecting in intermittent 

dimensional ways. And sometimes they come near us that by and large, however, that what we call spirits are 

out there to do as good and not bad. But nevertheless, um, our spiritual evolution is impeded perhaps by the 

60 to 7%, but mostly because of our education and our own limitations. The way to correct this is to create 

more roots. And the proper way to find out these roots is to simply live life.” 

As Medium 0114 entity’s stated, “We haven't made much progress, but earthbound spirits are not 

impeding, distorting or sabotaging the progress; it is rather a lack of understanding by humans. Yes. Yes. The 

understanding is the key.” 

The entity contacted by Medium 0102 stated that it is “because of free will that He (The I Am) watches, 

but often doesn’t intervene... Bad is a gradient; there is no true bad or good; it is just people with different 

agendas.”. 

Medium 2004’s entity, upon recognizing the importance of free will, sustained, “The great news is you 

can change your mind at any point because you have free will. You can choose to go down that path if you 

want to, and you can choose another way. We do not judge or condemn you for either choice; however, we 

want you to connect with us. It’s way more fun that way.” 

Medium 0110’s declared, “We humans often make our own choices, which creates a lifepath that is a 

hellish one, which leads to a distortion of spiritual progress,” while Medium 0115 added, “The nature of the 

world is so you can choose. It is designed so that human beings can progress in their souls and their spirits. 

And that requires challenging temptation, bad things happening what you call bad. So, it’s not a matter of 

winning or losing. It is a matter of it’s all there together, and it’s essential for the human journey.”  

Regarding free will, Medium 0110 declared, “Bad humans are much of the problem; earthbound spirits 

are not that much of a problem. We continue to teach our children wrong methods and inaccurate ways of 

handling problems. Bad people are the result of bad training…” He also added, “We humans often make our 

own choices, which creates a lifepath that is a hellish one, which leads to a distortion of spiritual progress.” 
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These quotes collectively illustrate the mediums' understanding that human choices and free will are 

fundamental to spiritual development. They emphasize the power of individual actions and decisions in 

influencing one's spiritual path, as well as the broader spiritual evolution of humanity. 

D5. What Allan Kardec Said 

“They are often unhappy due to their own fault and for having disregarded the voice that warned them 

in their conscience, and God allows them to suffer the consequences so that they may serve as a lesson for the 

future.” (Kardec, 1987, p. 375) 

“By giving humans free will, God wanted them to reach the point where, through their own experience, 

they could distinguish between good and evil, and that the practice of the good be the result of their own 

efforts and will.” (Kardec, 1987, p. 269) 

D6.- Communication With the Other Side 

There is a recurring emphasis on the importance of establishing and maintaining a positive 

interconnection with the spiritual realm. This includes the idea that humans must be more receptive to 

guidance and messages from spirits or other entities to aid their spiritual journey. 

Medium 0102 indicates, “Earthbound spirits play a positive role. They are connected to the spirit world, 

and they are an easier means for humans to communicate with The Other Side.  

According to Medium 0110, lack of communication with the spirit world is part of the problem, “He 

says that humans themselves are holding themselves back by not having empathy for others, by not choosing 

love, by not learning and communicating with each other, especially people we don't understand or like. We 

also ignore the input from our guides, some of whom are interdimensional guides in addition to spirit guides. 

We don't know that we can ask them for help, and we ignore the help they try to give us.” 

Explaining the importance of universal interconnectivity, Medium 001 explained, “I see a gigantic 

array of threads all held in the middle by a pin, and the medium it is in starts pivoting as such at all threads 

start turning like branches of a galaxy. I am told that that those threads are the threads of life and they revolve 

around the center. But what moves is not them but the medium they are in. And all the threads can do is to 

follow the movement, the circular movement until a full spiral has been created. Humanity has to revolve the 

same way around the center of higher achievement, but there it is, revolving in a medium that creates the 

movement. And that medium is the great unknown. If we find the medium, we find the solution.” 
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D7.- What Allan Kardec Said 

“Spirit communications with humans are either concealed or direct. Concealed communications – 

undetectable in a physical sense – occur through the good or bad influence they exert on us without our even 

suspecting it and it depends on our own judgment to distinguish between their good and bad inspirations.” 

(Kardec, 2006, p. 43) 
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Table 2: The Mediums’ Answers to the Questions 

Medium 

Number 

Medium      

Type 

Answer to 

Question 1A 

(Lack of 

progress) 

Answer to 

Question 

1B (Who 

is winning) 

Answer to 

Question 4 
(to what extent 

have 

earthbound 

spirits impeded 

progress) 

Who is 

Impeding 

Progress? 

Who is to 

Blame for 

Lack of 

Progress 

0106 Trance Yes Bad 

humans 

No Humans, 

especially liars 

Humans 

0110 Trance Yes Both No Humans not 

choosing love 

Humans 

2007 Trance Undetermined  No No one No one 

0102 Mental  No  No No one No one 

0112 Mental Yes Bad 

humans 

No Humans who 

are afraid 

Humans 

0113 Mental Yes Bad 

humans 

No Bad spirits 

that affect 

humans 

Humans 

0114 Mental  No Spirits are 

helping 

No Humans who 

stay quiet 

Humans 

0115 Mental No  No No One No One 

0116 Mental Yes No one Undetermined Undetermined Humans 

0117 Mental Yes No one No No one Humans 

2004 Mental/ 

trance 

No  No Humans who 

project fear 

Humans 

2005  Mental Yes No one Undetermined  Humans 

2006 Psychic Yes Fear Moderate Humans who 

are afraid 

Humans 

0101 Psychic Undetermined No one Moderate Spirit world’s 

effects on 

humans 

Humans 

0103 Psychic Undetermined  Moderate Spirit world’s 

effects on 

humans 

Humans 

0108 Psychic Yes No one Moderate Humans who 

hate 

Humans 

0109 Psychic Yes No one Undetermined  Humans 

2002 Psychic Yes No one Significantly Spirits who 

feed on chaos 

Humans 

2003 Psychic No No one No No One Humans 

who fear 
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E.- Importance of the BICS Project 

“What he (Bigelow) is seeking is also seeking him” 

The Other Side was asked to address the issue of mankind’s failure to progress spiritually since the time 

of Allan Kardec and who is to blame for that failure. They clearly state that humans are to blame. They portray 

themselves as active participants in this inquiry, stating at the project's onset that they inspired the questions 

and BICS to ask them. So, it is not surprising to learn that they have a personal message for BICS, which the 

ISSC team would be remiss in not including in this presentation. 

After Medium 0114 contacted a group of “intelligent bubbles,” she asked how TOS has helped 

humanity, and the bubbles responded: “Open communication between us and you, what’s in the bubble (The 

Other Side) and what’s outside the bubble.” The medium then said, “They telepathically communicate to us 

and we are not to take everything literally. I think that was my interpretation. Yeah. Well, that’s important 

because clearly this (comment) is being aimed at you (BICS).” 

When asked whether TOS helps individual people or groups of people, Medium 0106’s entity replied: 

“Groups and individual. I put people where they need to be to do my job, to get the answers. I put them where 

they need to be. Your project (BICS) has (what) it needs to have. You know I Am The I Am. You know, I 

put them there.” 

Regarding Bigelow’s role, the entity contacted by Medium 0106 affirmed: “With his (influence), he 

can remove the saboteurs. He will know when it’s time. I will make sure he will know through you (ISSC). I 

will make sure you know through you. Be careful, liars. Be careful. Liars, snakes. You cut the snakes at the 

head. Do not let the liars do not let the liars. He (Bigelow) dreams the real. He dreams the real. Dreams. 

Dreams. The real When I give him messages through the dream, I give him all the answers through the dream. 

He (again, Bigelow) knows the crafts. He knows what the Universe holds. He knows the universal.” 

Medium 2004 stated: “They're really, really happy for this research and these questions and it's part of 

this awakening and the spiritualness because more people will hear about things. It plants the seeds for them.” 

Regarding the BICS role, Medium 0116’s entity sustained that “Mr. Bigelow should continue his path 

of understanding that there is a veil of lies (in this reality) and misunderstandings of what he calls the spiritual 

side and should prepare himself for more forming discoveries and experiences to prove that what he is seeking 

is also seeking him.” 
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Medium 0113’s entity spoke of a key that represents humanity’s ability to progress spiritually. It 

currently is hidden, or many people have parts of it. The key, which appears to be a metaphor for wisdom, is 

associated, according to the entity with BICS: “The Bigelow Institute I think he's already got a good start 

trying to show that we're (TOS) supporting the idea that this is a little bit bigger than you, me, anybody out 

there. So he is trying to prove that we are kind of all from one consciousness. Well, I don't know if Mr. Bigelow 

is trying to do that, but he is on a course to study our separateness and why we (humans) feel we are separate 

with obviously me (the entity), I (the entity) feel connected to everything and everybody around me, but a lot 

of humans don't. So he (Mr. Bigelow) is doing things to taking steps and he is on the right path for whatever 

he's got next.” 

This dialogue demonstrates the mangled syntax that often occurs with mental mediums as they try to 

navigate bilocation, as they speak to and for both the entity and the monitor. 

Medium 0114 directly contacted Allan Kardec's spirit, as described in the Supplemental questions 

presented in the Appendix. This is clear and unequivocal proof that Kardec’s spirit was obtained. It was clear 

that Kardec purposely provided this information, which cannot be found in any public sources and is only 

known to two individuals as a very private matter, to emphasize his opinion as to the importance of this project. 
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V.- Discussion  

 

s scientists, the ISSC team prepared to analyze the results from a statistical point of view, 

anmticipating that there would be a wide range of responses and that these would have to be 

analyzed to find commonalities and prevailing themes. Surprisingly, when the team took a 

different tack and treated the mediums’ responses as one long, disjointed conversation with The Other Side, 

all the contradictions and seeming confusions in the responses were suddenly cleared up. 

The first attempt was to identify commonalities in each medium’s responses to look for statistically 

significant patterns, using a variety of approaches, including scatter plots and bubble charts, to look for 

correlations. The team then tried reducing the information to binary units, which can be further analyzed 

statistically. None of these approaches were helpful in gaining a better understanding of the data. 

The transcripts from the first and last interviews were then organized chronologically. This resulted in 

a robust understanding of the material and, most importantly, organized all the data into a coherent whole 

without having to exclude anything, which would have been the case from a statistical approach. 

The team had been informed through the entities repeatedly that they spoke with one voice through the 

various mediums' language and cultural understandings. Their message was clearly understood when that 

approach was taken. 

When the test Medium 0001’s responses were added to the timeline, suddenly it was understood that 

she session was actually the first statement from TOS concerning the questions, so her answered have been 

included in the Results section. 

Question 1: Assessed as one Long Conversation with Tos 

1. Since 1857, has the Other Side failed and Mankind failed to achieve good progress in securing 

human spirituality? If so, are bad spirits and bad humans winning? 

 

A 
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The conversation began even before the formal project began, when the team first tested the protocol 

with Medium 0001. 

The entity she contacted immediately stated that mankind has failed and that humans are to blame. 

Medium 0102 attempts to clarify the answer. After 0001’s strong statement that mankind is at fault, 

TOS now tries to blunt that message. TOS now states that the spirit world has failed, just as a school or parent 

fails when a student or child fails. TOS discusses that just because mankind is not progressing in an easy-to-

document and understandable manner does not mean that bad spirits and bad humans are “winning”.  

TOS through Medium 0106 continues to try to explain what seems to be contradictory: just because 

humans have not progressed according to their potential doesn’t mean they have failed.  She presents the 

image of the roller coaster and states, “We are on a mission, a mission (to learn) to love.”  

Then TOS, through Medium 1009 introduces the idea that this reality is a transitional one; he is shown 

a vision of a gateway or portal indicating how to enter and leave this reality to pass on to others. 

Through medium 1010, the TOS addresses the issue of a lack of progress. They point out it has only 

been 167 plus years since Allan Kardec, and they tend to take a 10,000-year view of humanity. 

Also through Medium 1010, TOS points out that mankind has made amazing progress in the time 

period in question. Women and persons of color have the vote. Hundreds of thousands of young men lost 

their lives in the Civil War, giving their lives to get rid of slavery. TOS mentions an endless stream of prophets, 

Sojourner, Swedenborg, and Martin Luther King Jr. One medium when interviewing Allan Kardec on this 

point was a rapid slide show of all the advances humanity has made in recent years. The implication is that 

even though humans appear to have failed in human spiritual progress, given what is happening in the world 

today, they must reflect that even the partial progress has been remarkable. 

Medium 0113 now addresses the issue of why humanity has not progressed 

For the first time, TOS raises the issue of free will. This was also presented through Medium 1010 

(both interviews were in the same time period), who stated that TOS prefers not to be involved but to let 

humans “Mindstorm” their problems.  

 Now, through Mediums 0113 and 0115, TOS emphasizes its limited role in preventing humans from 

making bad choices. Humans need to acknowledge the responsibilities of free will. There is a clear statement 

that they can inspire people but have limited means of preventing them from stupid mistakes such as self-

extinction. 
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 Yet still, the message is that it is grim but not too late. Through love and recognition of free will, 

humanity can avert disaster, but the fact that no one will save them is established. 

 Next was Medium 0101, a psychic medium guided by voices within, spiritual guides, and intuition. 

His contribution was a detailed description of the current, ongoing battle. All the mediums acknowledged it 

was happening, yet Medium 0101 described in detail the various interdimensional beings, angels, spirit 

guides, and other intelligent entities as they fought to win this spiritual war.  

Now comes Medium 0103. He points out that humans have had periods of great spiritual awakening 

since 1857 and references the many prominent scientists who worked with mediums in the late 1800s in 

England and the United States. He points out that the veil between TOS is getting thinner, and energy is 

shifting. During this same time period, the team heard from several mediums. The current BICS was 

described as a continuation of the scientific investigations of mediumship in the late 1800s, with the 

implication that this should continue. 

 Medium 0108 was next: She now elevates the conversation to a higher level. The TOS, speaking 

through her, acknowledges that humanity has failed and identifies the main reason: the spirit world tries to 

help humans, but they often will not listen. They now state that there are many paranormal tools that humans 

are not using that would connect them with the spirit world, but again, since many don’t believe in The Other 

Side, there is no interest in developing these tools. 

 Next, TOS clarified why some mediums had encouraging messages and others warning of disaster. 

Medium 0114 was told that mankind is on a balance beam with life-threatening dangers on either side. Some 

entities encourage people to do it, yet others emphasize the dangers and warn them. 

 Medium 0116 now states that mankind has failed because they do not listen to TOS. However, TOS 

now introduces a new concept: Failure to progress spiritually is an expected part of human spiritual evolution. 

So, although perhaps humans are failing, it is not a race but more like levels in a video game. There are lessons 

of love that people must learn, and they can learn at their own pace. 

The conversation now moved to the Charleston mediums. TOS once again demonstrated that the 

questions could be answered when presented as numbers, which validated ISSC’s protocol. However, once 

they established that they knew the questions, they did not repeat the previous answers but continued 

expanding on their message. 
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TOS, through the Charleston mediums, wanted to encourage humans as they struggle with these 

difficult times. They said not to fear the upheaval to come, as it is necessary before change occurs.  

So, the first 13 interviews were to clearly warn the team members about possible catastrophic events 

leading to extinction. Now, they are reassured that upheaval can lead to the positive transformation of 

societies. 

Medium 2002 explains the complex relationship between humans and spirits. Humans are not separate 

from the spirit world. As people evolve, they evolve.  

Again, they said that Spirit World had initiated this project. They formed the questions, inspired the 

mediums, and ensured BICS hired the proper teams. 

Medium 2003 message was also of encouragement. She was invited to eat dinner with St. James, who 

stated: Progress has been made; it doesn’t make sense to stop and turn around. Stop judging yourself that you 

should be further ahead. Failure is fear; stop your fear with love. 

For the first time, they state that the answer is within people. They need to start trusting themselves; 

others do no need to answer these questions; people know the answers and must act. 

St. James says that humans and the spirit world are connected because spirits can feel emotions with 

them and share their love or anger. Spirits don’t put these emotions in people’s heads, but when people do 

something kind or loving for someone, they share in the experience.  

Medium 2004 was the last to answer Question 1 directly. This now is a final pep talk,  

“No, the answer is no. (to question 1). you are loved beyond measure. There's nothing to fear. No need 

to fear. You are safe despite the fact that your body tells you otherwise. Sometimes we are inspired by your 

determination nation, and we're sending you signs all the time and signals so that you know you are safe and 

it's all organized, it's done. More say there’s A feeling of just joy and expansion and love and a little bit of, 

come on, you guys, we've got this. We're cheering you on. We know you've got this. 

“We're here giving you guys guidance every day, every minute. Unfortunately, some of you are caught 

up in the day-to-day physical, and you forget to stop and connect to love, which is us. We are here. We have 

not failed. No one has failed. Keep going.” 
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Questions 2 and 3: A Timeline of the Answers 

2. Explain to people on Earth why the Other Side has not failed in fostering spiritual evolution.  

3. What difference has the Other Side made in the past 166 years in influencing humans to accelerate 

their spiritual progress?  

Question two asks what TOS has done in the past to help humanity progress in spirituality. Question 3 

is essentially the same question but asks ‘what have you done for us lately?”. TOS typically answered both 

questions at the same time. 

Once again, reading the answers from the first interview to the last revealed a robust, comprehensive 

answer that begins with an opening statement, presents evidence through subsequent interviews, and ends 

with a powerful closing statement.  

Medium 0001: TOS firmly states that mankind is making spiritual progress. The spirit world is a higher 

order, and people cannot understand how it shapes them. This is an essential introductory statement by TOS, 

as BICS has asked that these two questions be answered as if they were presented in a Court of Law. BICS 

wanted evidence, not platitudes. 

This first piece of evidence seems like a platitude until humans understand the science of the 

relationship between TOS and this reality. As the ISSC team presents in the Additional Background and 

Context Section, there is considerable scientific theory and evidence to validate the concept of immaterial 

forces such as mathematics shaping physical reality. TOS is an immaterial force; its precise structure is as yet 

unknown. However, solid scientific evidence shows that material forces are influenced by the immaterial. 

So, this initial statement mediated through Medium 1001 could be considered TOS’s opening 

statement to the jury. 

TOS’s Opening Statement to the Bics Jury 

Our assessment of TOS’s opening statement is, in essence: “Your world was created by us using the 

mathematical principles your scientists call ‘complex systems theory.’ By definition, since we are the higher-

order process, you cannot understand the rules of reality any more than an amoeba can understand the 

complex biological system that keeps it alive or a deer can understand rain. As your medium correctly 

summarized complex systems theory as it applies to you:  
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Mankind is like a blob being influenced and shaped by the spirit world. Part of that necessarily involves 

what we can call ‘impediments’, which are really just shaping the blob so it can progress properly. These 

impediments are caused by a collection of spiritual powers, including Earthbound spirits. 

If humans want to understand why they have done poorly in the past 167-plus years, TOS suggests 

studying the ancient petroglyphs and the Western art of the 12th century. Both periods of time were marked 

by a profound integration of spirituality and the people’s ordinary lives. 

Now TOS addresses an obvious yet frequently overlooked aspect of humanity’s spiritual development: 

death. 

One basic structure is that humans will die; an essential part of that dying process is growing spiritually. 

“This is an often-overlooked primary process because you are so afraid of death.” 

 Even the phrasing of your questions implies that since there are many seemingly meaningless deaths, 

such as wars, you must fail to progress spiritually. That is an erroneous assumption on your part, which causes 

you to fail to appreciate the greatest driver of spiritual development in humankind, which is death.” 

Specifics are Now Given 

Medium 0106 and 0113 are now developing this theme.  TOS essentially states: “We gave you the Ten 

Commandments, and you have failed to live up to them. Almost all humans have been exposed to them, yet 

you ask to prove we have not failed you. Everything you need for spiritual growth was presented thousands 

of years ago.” 

“We have worked with your scientists to develop technology to improve your life. Advanced 

civilization leads to opportunities for spiritual growth as the struggle for survival is no longer all-consuming.  

More Examples 

The next mediums interviewed, 1009, 1010, 1012, and 1013, presented numerous specific examples 

of how they have inspired humans, everything from sidewalks to thermometers to songs and religion. 

TOS summarizes by pointing out examples of them nudging or directly inspiring individuals. This 

highlights the importance of faith, especially in scientists. If William Harvey had not faith in God, he would 

never have been inspired to find God’s immaterial processes inherent in the rules of the natural world. 
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Remedies 

TOS uses these questions not only to illustrate humanity’s failures but also to present remedies. 

Medium 0112 discusses the need and uses of “light workers.” This is a nice example of how this is all 

one dialogue, as she is picking up on a previous medium's metaphor of lanterns, which are ideas from the 

spirit world that humans must pick up.  Lightworkers are open to inspiration from the spirit world, see what 

has to be done, and then do it. The world needs more light workers. Robert Bigelow is specifically mentioned 

as a light worker who knows what needs to be done. Medium 1006 urged him to trust his BICS challenge 

grant recipients, his dreams, and his instincts as they (TOS) are working with his grant recipients and directly 

with him. 

TOS emphasizes that these lightworkers are often found in communities, the working class, and 

ordinary citizens but are not often seen in politicians or those entrusted with power. 

Through Medium 0112, the TOS acknowledges hmanity has gone backward in the past 167 years. 

She states: 

“I'm getting the, you can lead a horse to water. They give us the tools. We've shunned information. 

We've turned our nose up at information out of fear and ego and what we deem as important.” 

Medium 0102 amplifies this message. He adds that it is not only the Spirit World that has helped but 

also interdimensional beings. He adds more about the composition of the spirit world and restates the 

troublesome examples of TOS efforts to promote spirituality (troublesome to us) which involve their 

involvement in catastrophes such as the Oklahoma City bombing. People cannot reject the idea that the 

Jonestown suicide was divinely inspired simply because it caused mass death. Death is an engine of spiritual 

growth. 

The I Am appears to directly address the issue of whether or not he has failed humanity. 

He states, “Mankind has (recently) resisted my efforts. They no longer believe in me; they believe in 

lies about me.” 

The implication is that the remedies for humanity’s lack of progress are to have a greater faith in god, 

stop resisting spiritual guidance, and to look beyond the death associated with world events to see the spiritual 

growth associated with them. 
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Next: More Advanced Concepts 

TOS through medium 1016 explains that humanity and the spirit world are inextricably linked. 

Humans think they are different because they can’t see the connection. TOS uses the example of hands and 

feet. They have different roles, seemingly are not connected to each other if you can’t see the body, and yet 

are one entity. So, humanity’s failure is the spirit world’s failure. Now the team can understand why the 

mediums, while answering the BICS question, some picked up on the sense of failure, and others the sense 

of success. It is all one process. Humans evolve with the spirit world. There is no separation between the two.  

Medium 0116 came back to the issue of wars. Since BICS wanted answers that would stand up in a 

Court of Law, the monitor expressed frank disbelief at this concept and directly asked, “So you are saying that 

the horrors of Gaza are inspired and approved of by the Spirit World? 

The answer from TOS was a firm “YES.” At this point, TOS expressed irritation and frustration that 

humans could not understand this. He stated, “Why are you so afraid of death? Nothing happens to those who 

die in Gaza. Their suffering exists, but that is part of their lesson for being here.”  “Nothing dies.” 

TOS implies that suffering injustice is an important lesson of love that humans are here to learn. 

This concept that the spirit world engineers wars, suffering, and horrific human events for 

humanity’s spiritual advancement is very difficult to understand. Upon transmitting this information, two 

mediums became visibly distressed, one bursting into tears. Yet it is emphasized repeatedly by TOS, as 

death is the great engine of spiritual advancement. 

What Kardec Said: 784. Humankind’s perversity is very great. Doesn’t it seem like humans are regressing 

instead of progressing, at least from a moral point of view? “You are mistaken. Observe the whole closely 

and you will see that they are advancing because they have a better understanding of what evil is, leading  

them day by day to reform their abuses. The excess of evil will may cause them to understand the need for 

the good and for reforms.” (Kardec, 2006, p. 429- 

430). 
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The Other Side’s Closing Statement 

Medium 2007 is an internationally renowned medium and professor of mediumship. She spoke 

directly to the monitor in a trance without any input from her own individual consciousness. TOS selected her 

for the final interview so they could make a statement directly to BICS without distortion from the medium 

The Monitor: Can you answer the questions before you? (given as numbers) 

Entity: They've been given much thought and are not concerning. Only those who can change. Can 

change what comes. It is peace that you seek. It is peace you must give. Peace is not on the horizon unless 

there is a shift. Peace does not have to be far away. It must shift. 

Monitor:  What do you mean by a shift? 

Entity:   Choices of love. The choice to not fear, dear. It brings you down. Love brings you up. And 

that is all. So much worry, so much fear. This can change. This must change.  

“It is not the spirit side that has failed. It's the choices of those in the physical. They choose fear. That's 

not wisdom. They choose anger. That's not wisdom. They choose pride. That's not wisdom. They choose 

envy. That's not wisdom. We give love. They must choose the love. They must look through the eyes of the 

other. They must know that they breathe for one another. They live for one another. They must not kill for 

one another. This is not love. Touch the land. Feel her heart. Take in her. Knowing the land will tell you much. 

It has wisdom. The same wisdom is those about the rounds. I cannot tell you the answers you seek they are 

inside each of us, each of you and all of us. Oh, with one goal. Love. This is what moves us forward. And yet 

you fight. Fight for power. Fight for glory. 

“We have sent visitors, but many of you choose to ignore them. Your fear makes you find; we have 

great hopes. We have taught many, and many have responded, but others turn away so afraid. We cannot 

force you. We cannot force anything. It's not for us to change the world. For those who progress, as you see, 

it is not always a good thing. 

“Can you tell me why we're here on this plane, on this earth? (asks the entity rhetorically) To learn, 

always to learn. We forget what we know. We must relearn joy. So many opportunities for joy. Forgotten. 

Ignored, always seeking pain. Pain seems to be a badge of honor. This is not true though. Joy is the honor. 
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“We are not stuck. Is this the fear that spirits are stuck? We are not bound to any place, to anywhere. 

We come with love. We spend time with love. We are not impeded. We do not hurt. We do not bring pain. 

Only love. Do not be afraid. Your fear is failure.  Open your hearts to love.” 

Question 4 Discussion 

To what extent have earthbound spirits since 1857 impeded, sabotaged, or distorted the progress of 

human spiritual evolution? 

Most entities agreed that humanity’s spiritual progress has been sabotaged, impeded, and distorted, 

followed by the emphatic statement that humans are doing it to themselves. When answering the fourth 

question, most mediums considered the balance between good and evil forces, suggesting that both positive 

and negative experiences are necessary for spiritual growth. This theme underscores the idea that challenges 

and adversities are crucial in spiritual learning and evolution. 

When earthbound spirits are involved, and there are many different types of what are referred to as 

“earthbound spirits,” the comment is invariably that they can only influence humans. Humans can choose to 

reject the fear, hate, and chaos the spirit world provokes in them. 

Question 4 did not benefit from a timeline analysis as it appears to be an encyclopedic presentation of 

the various types of earthbound spirits and their diverse roles in advancing or hindering human progress. It is 

a complete presentation from TOS that should be read in its entirety.  

What Allan Kardec Said 

“Interaction between spirits and humans is constant. Good spirits encourage us to follow the path of the 

good. They support us in the trials of life and help us to bear them with courage and resignation. Evil spirits, 

on the other hand, encourage us to take the path of evil. It is a pleasure for them when they see us succumb 

and fall to their level. (Kardec, 2006, p. 43) 

99. Are all spirits of the third order altogether evil?  

“No, some do neither good nor evil; others, however, take pleasure in evil and are pleased when they 

find an opportunity for it. Still others are frivolous or foolish spirits, more mischievous than wicked. These 

take more pleasure in spite than evil, and they also take pleasure in amusing themselves by vexing people and 

causing them petty annoyances.” (Kardec, 2006, p. 124)  
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VI.- Conclusion 

 

“An urgent call to arms to learn to love, overcome fear, and reject hate.” 

he coincidences found in the different answers prove that, beyond the message conveyed, there 

seems to be solid evidence of true communication between humans and TOS, something that 

science has not accepted to this date. The BICS project has demonstrated that communication 

between humans and the spiritual realm is not only possible but also real, allowing this field of research to 

transition from speculative conceptualizations to hypothesis-generating studies. This leads the way for 

fascinating considerations and potential impacts on humanity capable of revolutionizing psychology, 

neuroscience, and philosophy. 

As a direct consequence of the present study, the ISSC team recommends carrying out further 

successive contacts with TOS to bring a deeper understanding of the mysteries surrounding consciousness 

and its post-mortem persistence. Also worth considering is the possibility of developing of new 

methodologies to allow consistent communication with the spiritual world under controlled conditions, thus 

making it a part of empirical science. After all, as TOS explained, the future development of technological 

advancements capable of facilitating this communication is also possible. This could involve advanced AI, 

quantum computing, or entirely new fields of technology focusing on the interface between physical and 

spiritual realms. 

In any case, proven communication with the spiritual realm can profoundly affect world religions and 

spiritual beliefs, allowing humans to validate certain beliefs, challenge others, and generally transform 

humanity's spiritual landscape. The sudden shift from faith to empirical evidence proving the existence of a 

spiritual could potentially lead to a widespread worldwide transformation. 

Using this blinded protocol for presenting the questions, the team found that the Spirit World has an 

urgent message that has been ignored and dismissed since Allan Kardec’s time. Willful ignorance and 

difficulties in spiritual progression have resulted in humanity’s current state, where humans could destroy 

themselves with their unbridled embracement of technology. The Spirit showed how technology can come 

from a spiritual source and advance humankind’s material and spiritual progress.  

T 
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The underlying subtext to the four questions is that the current world situation of multiple wars, 

violence, political instability, and the dramatic transformation of the political landscape into warring factions 

that no longer listen to each other demonstrates a lack of spiritual progress.  This current project questions that 

fundamental assumption, as TOS repeatedly stated, that such conflict is necessary for spiritual development. 

TOS emphasized that they encourage people on a personal level, are always available to anyone who 

needs their comfort, assistance, and guidance, but that they are not responsible for humanity’s spiritual 

progress. Free will and individual choices are the drivers of human spiritual progress. Furthermore, they state 

that they are far better at inspiring humans, often manipulating humans by putting them in the right place at 

the right time, than preventing disasters. They gave many examples of encouraging human spiritual growth, 

from engineering Ice Ages, inspiring technology, sending spiritual messengers, and working with humans on 

an intimate personal level. They had no examples of preventing world problems or disasters.  

For example, TOS gave an example of a young man who suffered a motorcycle accident resulting in 

his losing an arm and almost drowning. They did nothing to prevent that horrific disaster. However, they did 

influence several children to play near the accident so that they could witness it and call for help. This was an 

area that these children did not typically frequent.  

When ISSC scientists began this project, they were obligated to present whatever answers they 

learned through interviewing 19 mediums. The ISSC protocol was designed as the best way to obtain wisdom 

from TOS, but not to filter, influence, or distort whatever messages were received. Here is the best 

understanding of what the entities are telling BICS through the mediums interviewed: 

It is ISSC’s position that the spirit world inspired this current project to give mankind an urgent 

message. “Learn to love or be destroyed by your own technology and hate for each other.” This is placed in 

the context that they cannot (or will not) prevent humanity from self-extinction but can warn of impending 

disaster. Humanity must make the choices necessary to exist as a species; only by making those choices can 

humanity have the opportunity to continue its spiritual progress. 
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VII Additional Background and Context 

 

Glossary 

ON-LOCAL REALITY: A scientific model of reality begins with theoretical physics and 

information/complex systems theory. It begins with the understanding that ultimate, or “non-

local” reality, is a timeless spaceless electromagnetic field embedded with all the information in 

the Universe. (Garisto D) (Lohrey A) This reality has at its core mathematical equations that dictate the 

structure and nature of the physical reality perceived as real. (Theise 2023)  

Those who have personally seen and interacted with this non-local reality or domain, such as those 

who have died and returned to life, tell people that it is conscious and has unconditional love for humanity. 

(Morse M 1990)(Gaona, J 2022) 

LOCAL REALITY: Unlike the timeless, spaceless “non-local” reality, local reality means the shared 

everyday reality humans exist in and use to interact. Even if they are not essential aspects of ultimate reality, 

time and space are necessary for human existence as biological systems. (The Encyclopedia of Quantum 

Physics 2019) 

MEDIUMSHIP: ISSC conceptualizes mediumship as human local minds accessing information 

from this universal information source using existing neuro-perceptional systems, which generate the internal 

model of shared “local” reality. The medium’s mind/brain communicates with the information cluster 

representing a discarnate entity or universal consciousness; the latter is often called “God.”   

ISSC recognizes that the term “God” is referenced by various religions, and ISSC is not commenting 

on which God is authentic, but rather uses the term as children who have had NDEs use it when they say they 

interacted with “God”, meaning a loving presence that represents a universal consciousness. 

THE OTHER SIDE (TOS): The BICS audience is worldwide, and the mediums represent various 

American religious and spiritual belief systems. Language is used to be meaningful for all readers. For this 

reason, non-local reality is sometimes called “The Other Side”. At times, the informational universe is 

N 
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conceptualized as consisting of clusters of information representing spirits, discarnate entities, and other 

conscious aspects of this non-local universe, which contains all of reality.  

Terms are used that are broadly understood by the general population as much as possible. 

The goal is to use inclusive terminology that will not result in any given reader rejecting the medium’s 

message because they are uncomfortable with the words humans use.  

Yet, the text will always reference the scientific language, which is the essence of understanding new 

conceptualizations of mediumship resulting from recent advances in neuroscience, mathematics, and the 

physical sciences. 

Research Background 

Any study of mediumship begins with the work of Allan Kardec, the renowned French educator. 

(1804-1869). He owned a school in Paris where he lectured regularly on the physical sciences, including 

astronomy, chemistry, and physics. He studied mediumship for decades and founded the Spiritist 

Organization. There are 13 million Spiritists today, mostly physicians, engineers, well-educated individuals, 

and professionals. Kardec’s five books on mediumship form the core principles of their organization. (Spiritist 

Medical Association). The current project represents an update of Kardec’s Book of the Spirits and a progress 

report over the past 167-plus years. 

    Spiritist scientists and professionals include spiritual realities as part of the material world. For 

example, Spiritist psychiatric texts consider dissociation (the trance state of a medium) as a potentially healthy 

and normal human experience as opposed to the prevailing Western psychiatric point of view that such 

dissociation is pathological.  (Morse M. 2013) 

The Semmelweis Effect: “I Just Don’t Believe It” 

 Kardec’s empirical findings conflicted with the materialistic scientific paradigm of the 19th century.  

Materialism is the theory that physical matter, consisting of over 100 types of atoms as building blocks, 

is the only reality and that everything, including thought, feeling, mind, and will, can be explained as 

byproducts of material reality. (Matter: National Geographic 2024) 

 When scientists make observations that conflict with the current scientific belief system, they can 

encounter the “Semmelweis effect” from the scientific community. This is the reflex-like tendency to reject 

new information if it conflicts with prevailing norms, beliefs, or paradigms. Ignaz Semmelweis was a 
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Viennese physician who discovered in the early 1800s that if he washed his hands before delivering babies, 

the mothers were less likely to die of childbirth fever. Although he had empiric evidence that handwashing 

saved lives, it was not until Lister’s germ theory presented a mechanism that scientists could believe that 

“invisible agents” caused disease.  (Korzen 2016)  

 A similar situation exists in consciousness research today. There is considerable experimental 

evidence that humans can remotely access information through non-ordinary means (Targ, R. 1975, 1980) 

(Radin D 2008), anticipate immediate future events as demonstrated by changes in blood pressure and heart 

rate (Bierman, 1997) (McCraty R., 2004), convey emotions and images through telepathy (Montague U 

1989), documented cases of children remembering past lives (Tucker J 2007)(Stevenson I. 1980) and even 

that remote retroactive prayer can heal sepsis (Leibovici L (2001).  

These are all documented in peer-reviewed medical and scientific journals such as The Lancet, Nature, 

and The British Medical Journal, with research done by professors at Cornell University (Bem 2024), the 

University of Virginia (Tucker, Stevenson), The University of Nevada Las Vegas (Radin D 1997), and Johns 

Hopkins. (Powell, D. 2009) 

 However, it is very hard to believe new evidence if there is no reasonable explanation for how it could 

occur. As one scientist declared, the research documenting remote viewing as a normal human ability: “I see 

the evidence; the research is sound. I just don’t believe it.”  

Mediumship and the Science of the 21st Century 

The premise of this project is that the human mind/brain can contact a discarnate entity, conscious spirit, 

or soul that exists independent of the mind/brain and can access information from that source to acquire 

wisdom for the benefit of humanity.  

The BICS premise is not an unreasonable presumption, as it is the basis of religious belief systems with 

resulting personal and cultural behaviors that have existed in all human cultures since the dawn of history. 

Spiritual and religious behavior linked to specific neurobiological structures have been reported in the medical 

literature since the 19th century (Saver 1997). Wilder Penfield, the father of modern neuroscience, with his 

extensive mapping of the human brain by directly stimulating specific neurobiological sites, reported that deep 

within the Sylvian fissure of the right temporal lobe were areas when stimulated, patients stated: “Oh God, I 

am leaving my body,” and “I am half in and half out.” (Penfield 1955) Most recently, Neurologist Kevin 

Nelson presented a comprehensive overview of what he termed “the spiritual doorway” in the brain, which 
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permits spiritual and religious experiences of all kinds. Nelson makes clear that spiritual experiences 

are not the exception in human life, but rather an inescapable and precious part of every one of 

us. (Nelson 2012) 

The neurobiological underpinnings of spirituality address the issue of whether spiritual 

experiences are hallucinations or inventions of a confused and/or dysfunctional brain. Clearly, 

they are associated with the proper functioning of the brain (Morse 2000). They cannot be 

considered hallucinations any more than the proper functioning of the occipital cortex would be 

considered to create hallucinatory visual images.  

Matter no Longer Matters 

Scientists still speak of “matter,” even though many acknowledge that it is an illusion. The fundamental 

materialistic building block, the atom, is 99.99% empty and is now considered to consist of electrons and 

quarks, both of which are energetic forms. Indeed, there is no longer a commonly accepted scientific definition 

of matter. Modern theories of matter indicate that it can be conceptualized as an energetic wave instead of a 

solid particle. The use of “matter” by scientists today seems to be more of a metaphor than a precise 

description, as the exact properties of matter so far have eluded modern science. (Britanica.com/matter) 

Einstein did not consider this universe to be “real.” He stated, “The point mass or the particle is not a 

fundamental property of the physical world. (emphasis added).” Other physicists point out that this universe 

can only be described using mathematics, meaning that the current scientific model of reality is that unseen 

immaterial forces shape physical reality. As MIT physics professor Max Tegmark states: The Universe is 

math. (Tegmark 2014) As Einstein further said: “It appears to me that the “real” is an intrinsically empty, 

meaningless category, whose monstrous importance lies only in the fact that I can do certain things in it and 

not certain others. This division is, to be sure, not an arbitrary one, I concede that the natural sciences concern 

the “real,” but I am still not a realist.” (Howard  2019) 

Kuhn Paradigm Shift Cycle Stage 3: Crisis 

Thomas Kuhn conceptualizes the scientific paradigm shift as a process of new empirical observations 

challenging the existing paradigm. First is model drift, followed by crisis, revolution, and finally, acceptance 

of the new paradigm as “reality” (Kuhn 1962).  
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ISSC suggests that science is currently in Stage 3 of a paradigm shift, which he defines as the crisis 

point. This is where experimental and observational data conflict with the reigning paradigm, and new 

competing theories arise that better explain the new information.  

The Science of Mediumship 

“Based on our understanding of the natural sciences and current neuroscientific understanding of brain 

function, we conclude that spirituality, including the existence of a soul, is a proper scientific field of study, “ 

stated Nobel Prize Laurette Francis Crick. (Crick F 1994) 

A scientific investigation of mediumship must address the following issues if mediumship is a real 

phenomenon: 

1. Consciousness must be independent of brain function and survive bodily death. 

2. Information must be able to be stored outside of the human mind/brain. 

3. The human mind/brain must be able to interact with this information, both accessing 

and transmitting it meaningfully. 

4. Reality must be a coherent, integrated system in which accessing and processing 

information can occur independently of time and space.  

5. One’s individual personal sense of “I” or an individual consciousness must be able 

to interact with discarnate clusters of information, which also have a sense of individual 

consciousness, or if part of a universal consciousness, must be able to communicate as if a 

coherent individual entity. 

6. Neurobiological structures must facilitate this information transfer and a 

neurobiological mechanism for translating information possessed by discarnate entities into a 

form that can be transmitted, accessed, and properly interpreted by the individual’s mind/brain. 

 

1.- Death is Just a Body Problem 

Strong scientific evidence now suggests that consciousness survives the death of the body. This comes 

from 1) Near-death research and 2) Anecdotal reports and observational studies, which seemingly can only 

be explained by an individual consciousness surviving the body's death. 

“The conflict between current neuroscientific orthodoxy and the occurrence of NDEs . . is head-on, 

profound, and inescapable.” (Greyson. B, in Irreducible Mind 2007 pp 423) Dr. Greyson, Professor Emeritus 
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of Psychiatry at the University of Virginia, states that both prospective and retrospective studies document 

that the dying process includes an expanded sense of consciousness and the perception of a timeless, spaceless 

conscious reality often populated by individual conscious “spirits.”(Greyson B. 2007) 

 Studies documenting that the NDE is the dying experience and not a confabulation after the fact 

include the American Journal of Heart (Burch G.E. 1968) and, more recently, have been published in The 

Lancet (van Lommel P. 2001) and American Medical Association Pediatric Journals. (Morse 1985) Michael 

Sabom published a prospective study documenting that patients' perceptions during their NDEs were accurate 

as compared to control patients’ perceptions. (Sabom 1982) 

That the dying process involves an expanded sense of awareness beyond the body is clearly 

documented in an experimental study of the processes of death done by the United States National Warfare 

Institute. Navy fighter pilots were assessed on their ability to withstand gravitational forces by spinning them 

in centrifuges. After the pilots slip into a coma and are theoretically at the point of death, they report a return 

to consciousness at the point of death with an extended awareness outside the physical body. (Whinnery 

1990)) 

BICS has published a comprehensive compilation of the evidence for survival after bodily death (BICS 

2023). The evidence is presented in 28 essays from the top researchers worldwide, including Dutch 

cardiologist Pin von Lommel MD, Jeffrey Mishlove Ph.D., Stephen Braude Ph.D., Jeffrey Long MD, and 

Leo Ruickbie Ph.D.  

 

2.- “Information is the Only Thing that Exists” 

So wrote Professor Paul Davies, an Arizona State theoretical physicist and astrobiologist who was an 

early pioneer in information theory (Davies P 2010) 

By the late 20th century, several theoretical physicists began to realize that the quantum substrate of 

reality was a perfect reservoir for information and its processing. (Gleick J 2011)(Lloyd S 2007)(Vedral V 

2010) John Wheeler (Professor of physics Princeton) proposed that physics be recast as information theory; 

he postulated that “every it-every particle, every field of force, even the spacetime continuum itself derives its 

function, its meaning, its very existence entirely from the apparatus elicited answers to yes or no questions, 

binary choices, bits . . . . . .(indicating) this is a participatory universe.” (Wheeler 1990) 
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3.- The Brain as a Read-Write Head of Information  

One model of consciousness and memory is that the brain is a “read-write head” of an information-

processing biological organism (a human) that interacts with the electromagnetic field that the physicists state 

represents the substrate of reality. Accordingly, the experimental findings support the hypothesis that in the 

stimulus-oriented operating mode, the brain produces consciously perceived memory traces by writing 

sequences of information states into the universal electromagnetic reality. (Keppler J 2024 Table 2)(Horner 

A et al 2017)(Hiibjers W et al. 2011)(Idris Z. 2021) 

 

4.- Top-Down Causation and a Conscious Universe 

Inherent in complex systems and information theory is top-down causation, meaning that organizing 

principles unify scientific understandings of reality. Top-down causation permits mediumship as it states that 

a universal consciousness organizes and interacts with this physical reality, including individual mind/brains. 

In contrast, Materialism is a bottom-up causation theory that would not permit mediumship, as consciousness, 

in that model, exists only as a byproduct of an individual mind/brain. 

Robert Lanza, one of the world’s most respected scientists, proposed his model of biocentrism, which 

he described as “We genome-based creatures all share a common biological (spatiotemporal) information-

processing ability. I‘ve previously written about how reality isn‘t a hard, cold thing but rather an active process 

that involves our consciousness. According to biocentrism, space and time are simply the tools our mind uses 

to weave information together into a coherent experience — they are the language of consciousness.” (Lanza 

R. 2020) 

Other scientists who have proposed their own theories of how individual minds interact with a 

conscious universe include Stu Hammeroff and Nobel Laureate Roger Penrose (Lahey S 2023), Niele Theise 

MD (Theise 2023) and Nobel Laureate Frank Wilczek (Wilczek F 2021). Dr. Wilczek stated that his research 

led him to “study how God works and what God is”. (Wilczek F 2021 page xiii) 

 

5.- The Soul is a Cluster Of Information 

So says Michael Shermer, writing in Scientific American. “The soul is a pattern of information that 

represents you—your thoughts, memories, and personality—your self” (Shermer, 2016). Information theory 
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states that information is eternal and embedded in the very structure of reality. If Dr. Shermer is correct, then 

discrete clusters of information can have a separate sense of consciousness unique to that cluster of 

information; in religious terms, this would be called “a soul.”  

In an entangled conscious universe, it is a reasonable scientific speculation to propose that individual 

clusters of information, or souls, can communicate with each other, whether or not they are associated with a 

physical body. If the universe is a top-down integrated universe organized as a complex system, then the 

conscious universe itself or individual components of it could communicate with human mind/brains, which 

is the essential element of mediumship 

 

6.- The Brain is an Antennae  

In 1997,  University of San Diego Neuroscientists published that they found a “god module” in the 

right temporal lobe, demonstrating that “the human brain may be hard-wired to hear the voice of heaven.”  

(Ramachandran V.S. 1998) These neuroscientific findings were integrated with clinical research on near-

death experiences (Morse 2004) and spiritual perceptions (Beauregard 2008), demonstrating that the 

perception of communicating with a spiritual universe is a normal human ability linked to specific 

neurobiological structures. 

Miguel Gaona, MD, Ph.D., is arguably the world’s expert on this subject. His research covers every 

aspect of the brain as an antenna, from studies showing that information can be implanted in the brain remotely 

to studies showing that information can be accessed from the brain also remotely. (Gaona 2015) 
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Wet, Warm Brains are Capable of Quantum Processes 

In order for the individual mind/brain to interact with consciousnesses outside of the brain, quantum 

processes must be able to function in the warm, wet environment of the human brain. Biological systems have 

been shown to function non-locally (meaning at a quantum level), resulting in a new field of quantum biology 

(Marais, 2021). Birds have been shown to use quantum processes for migration (Levy, 2021), cats for color 

vision (Marais, 2021), and plants for photosynthesis. (Cao 2020) There is even speculation that Major League 

baseball players use non-locality in hitting a fastball.  

It is a Reasonable Scientific Speculation to Suppose  

the Human Brain can Access Wisdom From a Conscious Universe 

As illustrated above, these six criteria for what must be true for mediumship to be real have adequate 

scientific support. ISSC does not intend to comment on which current scientific theories are correct. It is 

enough that it is demonstrated that empirical evidence from mainstream scientists exists, indicating that 

science is in the middle of a paradigm shift, which will ultimately result in mediumship being understood as 

a natural human ability. This current project could be conceptualized as a hypothesis-generating study that 

results in further studies that might advance scientific understandings of consciousness. 
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